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SYMPLECTIC FILLINGS AND COBORDISMS OF LENS SPACES
JOHN B. ETNYRE AND AGNIVA ROY
ABSTRACT. We complete the classification of symplectic fillings of tight contact structures on lens
spaces. In particular, we show that any symplectic filling X of a virtually overtwisted contact struc-
ture on L(p, q) has another symplectic structure that fills the universally tight contact structure on
L(p, q). Moreover, we show that the Stein filling of L(p, q) with maximal second homology is given
by the plumbing of disk bundles. We also consider the question of constructing symplectic cobor-
disms between lens spaces and report some partial results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Studying symplectic fillings of contact manifold has a long history and is useful in constructing
symplectic manifolds. There have only been a few results where one can classify all the symplectic
fillings of a given contact manifold. We will restrict our attention to symplectic fillings of lens
spaces. The first classification result was for the standard tight contact structure on S3. Eliashberg
[3] showed that any symplectic filling of this manifold was a blowup of the standard symplectic
B4. This was extended by McDuff [18] to the universally tight contact structure ξut on the lens
space L(p, 1). She showed that when p 6= 4 the only minimal symplectic filling (that is, ones that
are not blowups) of (L(p, 1), ξut) is given by a disk bundle Ep over S2 with Euler number −p. But
when p = 4 there are two minimal symplectic fillings E4 and a rational homology ball.
The next breakthrough was due to Lisca [17] who classified the symplectic fillings of the uni-
versally tight contact structure on any L(p, q). Here the classification is much more complicated
and is recalled in Section 2.7 below. Recall any lens space has a unique (if orientation is ignored)
universally tight contact structure, while in many cases a lens space can have many virtually
overtwisted contact structures. The first result about fillings of such contact structures was due to
Plamenevskaya and van Horn-Morris [21]. They showed that any virtually overtwisted contact
structure on L(p, 1) has a unique minimal symplectic filling. They established their result us-
ing a powerful technique of Wendl [24] that reduces the understanding of Stein fillings of a lens
space (or any contact structure supported by a planar open book) to questions about factoring the
monodromy of an open book supporting the contact structure. These tools were further used by
Kaloti [16] to study other contact structures on lens spaces. Most recently Fossati [9] used these
techniques together with a recent result of Menke [19] to classify all symplectic fillings of lens
spaces obtained by (integral) surgery on the Hopf link.
In [10] Fossati gave many restrictions on the topology of symplectic fillings of lens spaces. To
state them we recall some notation. Given a continued fraction [−a1, . . . ,−an] for −p/q < −1
with ai ≥ 2, we know that the lens space L(p, q) is described by surgery on the linear chain C of
unknots U1, . . . , Un shown in Figure 1, the unknot Ui has framing−ai. We call n the length of p/q,
and denote it l(p/q). We also note that the chain C can be Legendrian realized so that Legendrian
surgery yields a contact structure on L(p, q) and all tight contact structures can be so realized.
(see Section 2.5.) We denote the Stein filling of (L(p, q), ξ) coming from this surgery description
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by Xξ. Fossati showed that the Euler characteristic of any minimal symplectic filling of any tight
−a1 −a2 −an
FIGURE 1. A chain of framed unknots.
contact structure on L(p, q) is less than or equal to l(p/q) + 1. He also showed that if a filling has
b2 = l(p/q) then it has the same intersection form as the filling in Figure 1 and also must be simply
connected. Moreover, it was shown that no virtually overtwisted contact structure can be filled
by a rational homology ball, subsequent independent proofs of this fact were given in [8, 13].
Fossati also bounded the Euler characteristic of a filling in terms of the order of its fundamental
group. Finally, Fossati also showed that any minimal symplectic filling of a virtually overtwisted
structure on L(p, q) is simply-connected for p prime.
In this paper, we will classify all fillings of virtually overtwisted contact structures on Lens
spaces using only the work of Menke [19] and Lisca [17]. This together with Lisca’s work, com-
pletes the classification of symplectic fillings of lens spaces. Our main result was also obtained
by Christian and Li in [2] who, in addition, find many other nice applications of Menke’s result
while we explore more fully the ramifications for fillings of lens spaces.
We also note, while studying implications of the classification result, we will describe in Sec-
tion 2.8 an alternate construction of the Stein fillings from Lisca’s work [17] that might be of
independent interest.
1.1. Consequences of the classification. The statement of the classification result is a bit in-
volved, so we begin by describing some corollaries of the main result.
We denote the set of minimal fillings, up to diffeomorphism, of a contact manifold (M, ξ) by
Fill(M, ξ).
Theorem 1.1. If X is any minimal symplectic filling of a virtually overtwisted contact structure ξ on
L(p, q) then there is some other symplectic structure on X so that it fills the universally tight contact
structure ξut on L(p, q). That is
Fill(L(p, q), ξ) ⊆ Fill(L(p, q), ξut).
In fact, the subset of fillings of a virtually overtwisted contact structure can be an arbitrarily
small (non-empty) subset.
Theorem 1.2. Given any integer k there is a lens space L(p, q) for which Fill(L(p, q), ξut) has more than
k elements but there is a virtually overtwisted contact structure ξ such that Fill(L(p, q), ξ) has only one
element.
On the other hand virtually overtwisted contact structures can have many fillings.
Theorem 1.3. Given any integer k there is a lens space L(p, q) and virtually overtwisted contact structure
ξ for which Fill(L(p, q), ξ) has more than k elements.
We can also characterize the “maximal” filling of a lens space.
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Theorem 1.4. The second Betti number of any symplectic filling X of (L(p, q), ξ) is less than or equal to
the length of p/q
b2(X) ≤ l(p/q)
with equality if and only if X is diffeomorphic to Xξ, the filling coming from attaching Stein handles to a
Legendrian realization of the chain in Figure 1.
Fossati proved a similar result up to homeomorphism when p was 2, 4, a power of an odd prime
or 2 times a power of an odd prime, [10].
In the other direction we note that fillings with the minimal possible second Betti number, that
is rational homology balls, were completely determined in [8, 10, 13] using the classification in
[17]. However, the explicit rational homology ball fillings were not given in those papers, so we
note what they are here, and also show that a lens space can have atmost one rational homology
ball filling.
Lemma 1.5. A contact structure on a lens space has a rational homology ball symplectic filling if and only
if the contact structure is universally tight and the lens space is diffeomorphic to L(m2,mh − 1), with h
relatively prime to m (and can be taken to be between 0 and m). Moreover the filling is unique and shown
in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2. On the left are the rational homology balls that symplectically fill lens
spaces. There arem strands and the box contains h copies of one of the Legendrian
braids on the right. (You cannot use both types of braids.)
We would like to understand which Lens space can be obtained by surgery on a Legendrian
knot in (S3, ξstd). To this end we first observe the structure of lens spaces with b2 = 1 fillings.
Lemma 1.6. If X fills a lens space and has second Betti number 1 then it is obtained by attaching two
2–handles to S1 ×D3 along two torus knots in S1 ×D2. If r/s and a/b are the slopes of the torus knots
then X is simply connected if and only if s and b are relatively prime.
Remark 1.7. It is interesting to note that while there is a unique filling of a lens space by a rational
homology ball, if it exists, there can be more than one filling of a lens space with second Betti
number 1. For example, the lens space L(36, 13) can be obtained by surgery on a Legendrian
realization of the torus knot T−7,5 and also has a filling by a manifold with fundamental group
Z/2Z and second Betti number 1. These fillings are obtained by applying Lisca’s algorithm for
constructing fillings given in Section 2.7 to the null sequences (2, 3, 1, 2, 3) and (2, 2, 2, 1, 4). (We
note the continued fraction of 36/(36− 13)is [2, 3, 2, 2, 4].)
Using this we can begin to understand which lens space can be obtained by Legendrian surgery
on a knot in the standard contact S3.
Theorem 1.8. One can obtain a contact structure on the lens space L(nm + 1,m2) from surgery on a
Legendrian realization of the (n,−m)–torus knot with Thuston-Bennequin invariant −nm; here n and m
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are relatively prime positive integers. One may also obtain a contact structure on the lens space L(3n2 +
3n + 1, 3n + 1) from surgery on a Legendrian realization of the knot shown in Figure 3 with Thuston-
Bennequin invariant −3n2 − 3n.
−1
−1 −1
n+ 1
n n− 1
FIGURE 3. The top diagram is a knot on which−3n2−3n−1 surgery yields a lens
space. There are n + 1 strands going into the top box and the boxes indicate one
full left handed twist. The bottom diagram is a Legendrian realization of this knot
(the reflection about a veritical line gives another Legendrian realization).
Conjecture 1.9. A contact structure on a lens space is obtained from Legendrian surgery on a knot in the
tight contact structure on S3 if and only if it is one of the ones listed in Theorem 1.8.
See Remark 4.5 after the proof of Theorem 1.8 for evidence for this conjecture.
Remark 1.10. Since the maximal Thuston-Bennequin invariant representatives of the (n,−m)-
torus knot are classified [5], we know all the contact structures on L(nm+ 1,m2) that come from
surgery on such knots. There is no such classification of the knots in Figure 3, so it is not clear
what contact structures on L(3n2 + 3n+ 1, 3n+ 1) come from such surgeries. However, we con-
jecture the following.
Conjecture 1.11. The only contact structures on L(3n2 + 3n+ 1, 3n+ 1) that come from surgeries on a
Legendrian realization of a knot in Figure 3 are the universally tight ones.
Remark 1.12. In the proof of Theorem 1.8 it is indicated that the only fillings of universally tight
contact structures coming from surgery on a Legendrian knot in (S3, ξstd) are the ones in the
theorem above. If this were true then the following conjecture would be true.
Conjecture 1.13. If L is a Legendrian knot in (S3, ξstd) on which Legendrian surgery yields a lens space,
then the 4–manifold obtained from B4 by attaching a 2–handle along L with framing one less than the
Thuston-Bennequin invariant of L is diffeomorphic to the one obtained by attaching a 2–handle to one of
the knots listed in Theorem 1.8.
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Remark 1.14. If this were true then this is a step towards proving the “contact Berge conjecture”.
The contact analog of the Berge conjecture is that Legendrian surgery on a knot in the standard
tight contact structure on S3 would yield a lens space if and only if it were a Legendrian real-
ization of a Berge knot. From the above conjecture, the only Berge knots which have Legendrian
realizations on which Legendrian surgery yields a lens space are the negative torus knots and the
knots in Figure 3 (and the unknot). The above conjecture says that any Legendrian knot on which
Legendrian surgery yields a lens space must have the same 4-dimensional trace as the surgeries
on the knots in Theorem 1.8 (including the unknot, which can be thought of as a negative torus
knot).
Remark 1.15. It is interesting to note that Geiges and Onaran [11] showed that any tight contact
structure on L(ns2 − s + 1, s2) with n ≥ 2, s ≥ 1 is obtained by surgery on some torus knot in
some (possibly overtwisted) contact structure on S3. This indicates another interesting version
of the contact Berge conjecture: what Legendrian knots in S3 with some (possibly overtwisted)
contact structure give tight contact structures on lens space via Legendrian surgery?
We are also able to put some restrictions on the fundamental group of the Stein fillings of lens
spaces.
Theorem 1.16. If X is a filling of L(p, q), then pi1(X) < Zp. In particular, if p is prime, X must be
simply connected.
The second part of this theorem was also proven in [10]. We can also observe the following about
fillings of specific lens spaces.
Theorem 1.17. Let C be a Legendrian realization of the chain in Figure 1 determining the lens space
L(p, q) and ξC be the contact structure determined by Legendrian surgery on C. If the first or last unknot
in the chain is stabilized both positively and negatively, then the pull back ξC to any cover of L(p, q) is
overtwisted and any filling of (L(p, q), ξC) is simply connected.
See Remark 4.6 for further discussions on the hypothesis of this theorem and overtwisted cov-
ers.
We now recover Fossati’s classification of surgery on the Hopf link [9], though it is stated in
different language and also includes the universally tight case as well.
Theorem 1.18. If L(p, q) is obtained by (integral, negative) surgery on a one or two component chain then
all contact structures on L(p, q) bound a Stein structure on the plumbing defined by the surgery. This is
the only Stein filling of a contact structure ξ except for the following cases:
(1) ξ = ξut on L(4, 1), which is surgery on an unknot with framing −4, also bounds the rational
homology ball shown in Figure 4 that has fundamental group Z2.
(2) ξ = ξut on L(8, 3), which is surgery on a Hopf link with framings −3 and −3, also bounds a
manifold with b2 = 1 and fundamental group Z2 shown in Figure 4.
(3) ξ = ξut on L(9, 2) ≡ L(9, 5), which is surgery on a Hopf link with framings −5 and −2, also
bounds the rational homology ball shown in Figure 4 that has fundamental group Z2.
(4) L(4n − 1, 4) ≡ L(4n − 1, n), which is surgery on a Hopf link with framings −4 and −n, also
bounds Legendrian surgery on a maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant Legendrian realization
of (−2n+ 1, 2)-torus knot shown if Figure 4 if the Euler class of ξ is 2n− 3, 2n− 5, . . . ,−2n+ 3.
The ones with Euler class ±(2n− 3) are universally tight and the others are virtually overtwisted.
(When n > 2, there are other virtually overtwisted structures that only have the plumbing filling.)
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In particular, this shows that if Legendrian surgery on a knotK yields L(4n−1, 4), the trace of the
surgery must agree with the trace of surgery on a Legendrian realisation of the (−2n+ 1, 2)-torus
knot.
−4n+ 1
−2n+ 1
FIGURE 4. In the upper row, left to right, we have a Stein filling of L(4, 1) and
L(8, 3). In the bottom row a Stein filling of L(9, 2) ≡ L(9, 5) and a surgery diagram
for the fillings of L(4n− 1, 4) ≡ L(4n− 1, n) (the number in the box represents the
number of half twists). The Stein handlebody diagrams fill one of the universally
tight contact structures on the stated lens space the other is filled by the diagram
obtained by reflection about a vertical line.
Using our main theorem, Theorem 1.22, one may easily check that an explicit enumeration of
the fillings of universally tight contact structures on Lens spaces obtained by surgery on a chain
of unknots with n or fewer components, easily leads to an enumeration of fillings of virtually
overtwisted contact structures on lens spaces which are obtained by surgery on a chain of unknots
with n+ 1 or fewer components. We illustrate an example of this strategy by classifying the Stein
fillings of contact structures on lens spaces obtained from a three component link.
Theorem 1.19. IfL(p, q) is obtained by (integral, negative) surgery on a three component chain of unknots
then all contact structures on L(p, q) bound a Stein structure on the plumbing defined by the surgery. On
every lens space, there exists at least one contact structure that admits only the plumbing filling. This is
the only Stein filling of a contact structure ξ except for the following cases:
(1) The universally tight structures on
L(13, 5), L(12, 7), L(12, 5), L(10, 7), L(21, 13), L(13, 9), L(17, 7), L(30, 11),
L(16, 11), L(22, 9), L(24, 7), L(33, 19), L(41, 15), and L(37, 14)
all admit 2 fillings. The universally tight structures on
L(19, 7), L(18, 11), L(16, 9), L(25, 14), L(26, 15), L(29, 11) and L(34, 19)
all admit 3 fillings. There exist virtually overtwisted structures on
L(19, 7), L(21, 13), L(18, 11), L(17, 7), L(25, 14), L(26, 15), L(29, 11), L(30, 11),
L(22, 9), L(24, 7), L(34, 19), L(33, 19), L(41, 15), and L(37, 14)
that admit 2 fillings.
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(2) For m 6= 2, l ≥ 1, and m+ l ≥ 7, the universally tight structures on the lens spaces
L((4l + 7)m+ (7l + 12), 4l + 7)
admit 2 fillings. There exist virtually overtwisted structures on it that admit 2 fillings.
(3) For k ≥ 3, the universally tight structure on L(7k+19, 14) admits 2 fillings. There exist virtually
overtwisted structures on all these lens spaces that admit 2 fillings.
(4) For l ≥ 1, he universally tight structures on the lens spaces L(15l + 26, 4l + 7) admit 3 fillings.
There exist virtually overtwisted structures on these that admit 3 fillings, and ones that admit 2
fillings.
(5) For k ≥ 3, the universally tight structures on the lens spaces L(9k+ 16, 5k+ 11) admit 2 fillings.
There exist virtually overtwisted structures on all of these that admit 2 fillings.
(6) For k ≥ 2, the universally tight structures on the lens spaces L(16k+40, 5k+11) admit 3 fillings.
There exist virtually overtwisted structures on all of these that admit 3 fillings, and ones that admit
2 fillings.
(7) For k ≥ 3 the universally tight structure on the lens spaces L(12k+ 13, 5k+ 3) admits 2 fillings.
There exist virtually overtwisted structures on all of these that admit 2 fillings.
(8) The universally tight structure on L(56, 15) admits 4 fillings. There exist virtually overtwisted
structures on it that admit 3 fillings, as well as ones that admit 2 fillings.
We discuss further corollaries concerning symplectic cobordisms after discussing the classifi-
cation of fillings of contact structures on lens spaces.
1.2. The classification of symplectic fillings. Given linear chain of framed unknots C as in Fig-
ure 1, let L(C) be the lens space obtained from surgery on this chain. Notice that if C is the empty
chain, then L(C) is S3.
If we remove Uk from the chain C we will get two other chains Cs and Ce (one might be empty
if the removed unknot was on the end of the chain). Notice that in L(Cs)#L(Ce) the knot Uk
is simply the connected sum of cores of Heegaard tori in each of the lens spaces (we call these
rational unknots). Moreover, we can recover L(C) from L(Cs) and L(Ce) by taking their connect
sum and doing−ak surgery on Uk. In addition ifX andX ′ are 4–manifolds with boundary L(Cs)
and L(Ce), respectively, then if we attach a 1–handle to connect X ∪X ′ and a 2–handle to Uk, we
get a 4–manifold bounded by L(C). So we see how to build fillings of L(C) from fillings of L(Cs)
and L(Ce). We can also describe this filling of L(C) in terms of a round 1–handle attachment to
X ∪X ′ along rational unknots in L(Cs) and L(Ce), see Section 2.10 for details.
Construction 1.20. Now, all the tight contact structures ξ on L(p, q) are obtained by Legendrian
surgery on Legendrian realizations Li of the Ui with Thurston-Bennequin invariant −ai + 1. De-
note the chain of Legendrian knots by C. We can carry out the discussion above for contact
structures on Lens spaces. Specifically if we remove Lk from C then we get two chains Cs and
Ce. If we denote the contact structure on the lens space coming from Legendrian surgery on C
by ξC then we see there is a Legendrian knot Lk in L(Cs)#L(Ce) on which Legendrian surgery
yields L(C). This link is uniquely determined up to a contactomorphism smoothly isotopic to
the identity by Lemma 2.12 since the knot type is weakly Legendrian simple and its Thurston-
Bennequin invariant and rotation number are determined by the fact that Legendrian surgery
yields (L(p, q), ξ).
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If (X,ω) is a symplectic filling of L(Cs) and (X ′, ω′) is a symplectic filling of L(Ce) then we can
build a symplectic filling of L(C) by attaching a Weinstein 1–handle to X ∪ X ′ and a Weinstein
2–handle to Lk.
If we denote by Fill(L(p, q)) the set of minimal symplectic fillings of L(p, q) (from Wendl’s
work [24] we know that this is also the set of Stein fillings of L(p, q)), then the above construction
gives a map
G{Lk} : Fill(Cs)× Fill(L(Ce))→ Fill(L(C))
to the fillings of C.
Similarly if S = {Li1 , . . . , Lik) is a collection of components of C then C − S will be a collection
of chains C1, . . . , Ck+1 (where some of the Ci could be empty if some of the Lij are adjacent, or
occur at an end of C). There is clearly a similar map to the one constructed above
GS :
k+1∐
i=1
Fill(Ci)→ Fill(C).
from the minimal symplectic fillings of the sub-chains to the filling of L(C). 
We now need some terminology concerning sub-chains of a Legendrian chain C. We call a chain
C consistently stabilized if all of the knots in C have only been stabilized positively (or not at all)
or have all been stabilized negatively (or not at all). We recall, see Theorem 2.9 and Remark 2.10
below, that the contact structure ξC is universally tight if and only if C is consistently stabilized.
We call a chain C nicely stabilized if each knot in the C has only been stabilized either positively
or negatively (or not at all), but different components could have been stabilized differently. See
top of Figure 5.
L1
L2 L3
L4 L5
L6
L7
FIGURE 5. A nicely stabilized chain at the top that contains three (overlapping)
inconsistent sub-chains. The two types of inconsistent chains are shown at the
bottom.
If C is a nicely stabilized chain then an inconsistent sub-chain of C is a sub-chain Ci such that
the first element and last element in the sub-chain are both stabilized and stabilized in opposite
ways, and all the other elements of Ci are not stabilized at all. See bottom of Figure 5. Notice that
inconsistent sub-chains can overlap at their end points.
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Now given the chain C of Legendrian unknots, let D be the collection of knots in C that have
been stabilized both positively and negatively. So each chain in C −D is a nicely stabilized chain.
Let S be the set of all the sub-chains of C −D that are inconsistent sub-chains. We call a collection
M of knots in S maxima if its intersection with each chain in S contains exactly one element.
Notice that if all the inconsistent sub-chains are disjoint, then M contains as many elements as
there are chains, but if the ends of inconsistent sub-chains overlap, as in Figure 5, there might be
fewer elements inM
Example 1.21. At the top of Figure 5 we see a nicely stabilized chain such that S consists of the
chains {L1, L2, L3, L4}, {L4, L5}, and {L5, L6, L7}. Any maximal collection of links in S must
contain L4 or L5 (and notice it cannot contain both) and thus will have two elements while there
are three inconsistent sub-chains.
A key observation is that of for any maximal collectionM in S each chain in C − (D ∪M) is a
consistently stabilized chain and so the corresponding contact structure is universally tight.
We can now describe all fillings of contact structures on lens spaces.
Theorem 1.22. Given any chain C of Legendrian unknots, let D be the subset of components that have
been stabilized both positively and negatively and S be the subset of the sub-chains of C − D that are
inconsistent, as discussed above. Then then the fillings of (L(C), ξC) are⋃
M maximal collection in S
Image(GD∪M).
We notice that each chain in C − (D ∪M) is consistently stabilized, so corresponds to a universally tight
contact structure and hence all of its fillings are determined by Lisca’s theorem, Theorem 2.14.
Remark 1.23. We note that the proof of this theorem also establishes such a result for minimal
symplectic fillings up to symplectomorphism. The only reason it is stated up to diffeomorphism
is that Lisca’s classification in [17] is only up to diffeomorphism. However, if the fillings of the
lens spaces corresponding to the C − (D ∪M) are known up to symplectomorphism, then this
result gives a classification of the lens space of C up to symplectomorphism. For example, all the
symplectic fillings of virtually overtwisted contact structures in Theorem 1.18 are known up to
symplectomorphism by results of McDuff [18] and the proof of the theorem above.
Remark 1.24. This result was also obtained by Christian and Li in [2]. Their work only recovers
the symplectic fillings up to diffeomorphism even if the fillings of the sub-chains are known up
to symplectomorphism.
This theorem is proven in Section 3 by systematically applying a theorem of Menke, Theo-
rem 2.26, to reduce the virtually overtwisted case to the universally tight case that is handled
by Lisca’s work, Theorem 2.14. Two technical parts that may be of independent interest are an
understanding of continued fractions, paths in the Farey graph, and breaking up continued frac-
tions discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.3; and building fillings of a lens space described by surgery
on a chain of unknots from fillings of lens spaces obtained by surgery on sub-chains described in
Section 2.9. Along the way we will also need the (weak) Legendrian simplicity of certain knots in
the connect sum of lens spaces established in Section 2.6.
When trying to list the contact structures on lens spaces it is useful to understand the mapsGS .
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Theorem 1.25. Give a chain C = {L1, . . . , Ln} of Legendrian unknots and some 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let Cs and
Ce be the chains in C − {Lk}. The map
G{Lk} : Fill(Cs)× Fill(Ce)→ Fill(C)
from the minimal symplectic fillings of the sub-chains to the filling of L(p, q) = L(C) is injective unless
q2 ≡ 1 mod p. When q2 ≡ 1 mod p the map may still be injective but if not there is at most a two-to-one
ambiguity described in Proposition 2.24.
Remark 1.26. This map is not in general surjective. In fact, in Section 4.1 we will see that in
Theorem 1.22 one does need to consider all the images of GD∪M for all maximal collections in S ,
as the image for anyM can miss elements in Fill(C).
Remark 1.27. By Theorem 1.1 we see that the minimal symplectic fillings of any contact struc-
ture on L(p, q) are a subset of the fillings of the universally tight contact structure. Since Lisca’s
theorem, Theorem 2.14, describes the latter set, Theorem 1.22 specifies the former.
1.3. Symplectic cobordisms between lens space. When symplectic cobordisms between lens
spaces exist, their topology can be controlled using the following theorem.
Theorem 1.28. If there is a symplectic cobordism from a tight contact structure on L(p, q) to any contact
structure on L(p′, q′) then we must have that l(p′/q′) ≥ l(p/q), where l(r/s) is the length of the continued
fractions expansion of r/s as discussed above. Moreover, if there is such a cobordism X and l(p′/q′) =
l(p/q), then pi1(X) ∼= Zp ∼= Zp′ and it is a homology cobordism if the cobordism is Stein.
Remark 1.29. We expect the cobordism when l(p′/q′) = l(p/q) will actually be an h-cobordism, but
were not able to prove it. Less certain, but still reasonable to conjecture is that the cobordism is
actually a product.
In [20], Plamenevskaya showed that there were no tight contact structures on lens spaces that
could be obtained from itself by Legendrian surgery on a link. We have the following strength-
ening of that result.
Theorem 1.30. If there is a Stein cobordism from a tight contact structure ξ on L(p, q) to another tight
contact structure ξ′ on the same lens space, then ξ must be contactomorphic to ξ′ and the cobordism has
trivial relative homology.
We note that if one considers overtwisted contact structures, then there are plenty of such
cobordisms [6].
We now turn to constructing cobordisms. Notice that if C′ is a sub-chain of a chain of Legen-
drian unknots C then we can construct minimal symplectic cobordisms as follows. Let Cs and
Ce be the two components of C − C′ where the first is the left most part of the chain (and one or
both of these chains can be empty). Now let Ls be the right most unknot in Cs and Le the left
most unknot in Ce. Finally let C′s = Cs − {Ls} and similarly for C′e. Then by taking a portion of
the symplectization of the contact manifold L(C′) and a filling X ′s and X ′e for C′s and C′e we can
attach two Stein 1–handles to get a connected manifold and then attach two 2–handles as in the
previous section to get a cobordism from L(C′) to L(C). That is, we have a gluing map, analogous
to the one above
GLs,Le : Fill(C′s)× Fill(C′e)→ Cob(L(C′), L(C))
where Cob(L(C′), L(C)) is the set of minimal symplectic cobordisms from the lens space L(C′) to
L(C).
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One can use the above construction to create many non-trivial symplectic cobordisms. For
example, one can construct cobordisms with arbitrarily large homology or with non-trivial fun-
damental group. One might hope that the gluing map accounts for all Stein cobordisms, but that
is not the case.
Example 1.31. In Figure 6 we see a cobordism from L(6, 1) to L(14, 3), since the continued frac-
tion of −14/3 = [−5,−3] and for −6 = [−6] we see that you can have cobordisms without one
chain being a sub-chain of the other. To see the left hand diagram gives surgery on the 2-chain
with framings −5 and −3, just slide the −6–framed handle over the −5-framed handle. We can
b1 b2
bn−1 bn
−a1 + 1
−a2 + 2
−an−1 + 2
FIGURE 6. On the left is a cobordism of Lens spaces. Legendrian surgery on the
larger curve gives the lens space L(6, 1), then a Stein 2–handle is attached to the
other curve to give a cobordism to another lens space. On the right is a “rolled-up
diagram” for the chain [−a1, . . . ,−an].
understand these cobordism in terms of rolled-up diabrams introduced by Scho¨nenberger in [23].
One starts with the chain in Figure 1. Now slide the −a2–framed unknot over the −a1–framed
unknot, then the −a3 framed unknot over what became of the −a2–framed unknot, and continue
until the −an–framed unknot is slid. This will give the right hand picture in Figure 6, where the
framings are
bi = 2(i− 1) +
i∑
j=1
−aj .
You can see the left hand picture in the figure is a rolled up diagram for the [−5,−3] chain.
One may readily check that if one deletes some combination of the first unknot, the last unknot,
or unknots with framing the asme as their predecessor, from the rolled up diagram, then one
gets another rolled up diagram for some lens space L(p′, q′) and we can attach 2–handles to the
removed unknots to get a cobordism from L(p′, q′) to the original one. (Notice that if you delete
only the last unknot then this cobordism is the same cobordism you would get from the gluing
map above.)
It is easy to figure out the possibilities for the lens spaces L(p′/q′). The continued fraction for
p′/q′ is obtained by doing any combination of the following to [−a1, . . . ,−an]:
(1) Remove −a1 and change −a2 to −a1 − a2 + 2,
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(2) Remove −an,
(3) Remove a −ai that is equal to −2.
Also, by noting that one may roll-up the diagram starting with −an instead of −a1, then we can
also reverse the roles of −a1 and −an in the above.
So we have two ways to construct cobordisms, via sub-chains and via rolled-up diagrams.
Question 1.32. Do all Stein cobordisms between tight contact structures on lens spaces come from these
two constructions?
We notice that a positive answer to this question would allow us to strengthen Theorem 1.30
to say that any cobordism between a tight contact structure on L(p, q) and another such structure
on the same lens space must be trivial. Moreover, a positive answer would also lead to the fact
that there are no Stein cobordisms from a virtually overtwisted contact structure on a lens space
to a universally tight contact structure on any, possibly different, lens space.
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to Paolo Aceto, Paolo Lisca, Duncan McCoy, Anubhav
Mukherjee, and JungHwan Park for useful conversations about the work in this paper. In ad-
dition, we are very grateful to Ken Baker who was instrumental in our understand of the knots
in S3 giving surgeries to lens spaces, and Lenny Ng who was instrumental in helping us under-
stand their Legendrian realizations. Both of the authors were partially supported by NSF grant
DMS-1906414.
2. CONTINUED FRACTIONS AND CONTACT STRUCTURE ON LENS SPACES
In this section we will recall background results and establish some preliminary results. Specif-
ically, in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 we recall continued fractions, the Farey graph, and paths in the
Farey graph, respectively. This is all used in Section 2.5 to recall the classification of contact struc-
tures on lens spaces and solid tori. A technical result about breaking up continued fractions will
be established in Section 2.4.
In Section 2.6 we recall the weak Legendrian simplicity of rational unknots in lens spaces and
establish the same result for connected sums of such knots. Section 2.7 recalls Lisca’s classification
of minimal symplectic fillings of universally tight contact structures on lens spaces, Section 2.8
gives an alternate description of these fillings, and Section 2.9 shows how to build fillings of a
lens space described by surgery on a chain from fillings of lens spaces described by sub-chains.
Finally, in Section 2.10 we recall Menke’s theorem that tells us how to decompose symplectic
fillings of virtually overtwisted contact structures on a lens space.
2.1. Continued fractions. Given a collection of integers a1, . . . , an we denote by [a1, . . . , an] the
continued fraction
a1 −
1
a2 −
1
· · · − 1
an
.
The lens space L(p, q) is by definition the result of −p/q surgery on the unknot and one may
always assume that −p/q < −1. There are integers a1, . . . , an larger than 1 such that −p/q =
[−a1, . . . ,−an]. Thus p/q = [a1, . . . , an]. In Lisca’s classification of symplectic fillings of uni-
versally tight contact structure on lens spaces we will need to consider the continued fractions
expansion of p/(p− q). If we write p/(p − q) in the continue fraction [b1, . . . , bm] with the bi > 1
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then the bi and aj are related by Riemenschneider point diagrams [22]. Given the expansion of
[a1, . . . , an] we make a diagram consisting of dots. The first row has a1 − 1 dots, then the jth row
has aj − 1 dots with the first dot appearing right under the last dot of the previous row. We now
recover the bi by counting the dots in a column. Specifically bi − 1 is the number of dot in the
ith column. In Figure 7 we see the Riemenschneider diagram for 84/19 = [5, 2, 4, 3] and easily
compute 84/65 = [2, 2, 2, 4, 2, 3, 2].
FIGURE 7. The Riemenschneider point diagram for 84/19.
2.2. The Farey graph. The Farey graph is a useful tool for keeping track of embedded essential
curves on the torus and is used in the statement of the classification of tight contact structures on
the torus. Recall that embedded essential curves on the torus are in one-to-one correspondence
∞
0
−1 1
−2 2
−1/2 1/2
−1/3 1/3
−2/3 2/3
−3/2 3/2
−3 3
FIGURE 8. The Farey graph.
with the rational numbers (in lowest terms) union infinity.
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Given two rational numbers a/b and p/q in lowest terms we define their “Farey sum” to be
a/b⊕ p/q = (a+ p)/(b+ q) we will also use n(a/b) to mean a/b “Farey summed” to itself n times.
Consider the unit disk in R2. Label the point (0, 1) by 0 = 0/1 and (0,−1) by∞ = 1/0. Now for
a point on the unit circle with non-negative x-coordinate, if it is half-way between two labeled
points, label it with the ”Farey sum” of those two points and connect it to both of those by a
hyperbolic geodesic (we can consider a hyperbolic metric on the unit disk). Iterate this process
until all the positive rational numbers are a label on some point on the unit disk. Now do the
same for the points with non-positive x-coordinate (except for ∞ use the fraction −1/0). See
Figure 8.
Notice that if we take two curves on T 2 of slope r and s, then they form a basis for H1(T 2) if
and only if there is an edge in the Farey graph between them.
We note that the Farey graph can be constructed in many ways and not all papers use the same conven-
tion.
We will use the notation [a, b] to denote the region on the unit circle that is counterclockwise of
a and clockwise of b with similar meanings for (a, b], [a, b), and (a, b).
We recall a well known lemma about continued fractions and the Farey graph.
Lemma 2.1. Given a continued fraction [−a1, . . . ,−an] with all ai ≥ 2, then [−a1, . . . ,−an + 1] and
[−a1, . . . ,−an−1] both have an edge to [−a1, . . . ,−an] and the former is clockwise of [−a1, . . . ,−an]
while the later is counterclockwise of it. Moreover, there is an edge between the two points.
2.3. Paths in the Farey graph. When considering a minimal path in the Farey graph we will be
interested in continued fraction blocks. Any minimal path in the Farey graph will be a sequence
of continued fraction blocks. So below we will define a continued fraction block and how to
transition from one to another as one traverses a path.
A continued fraction block of length k is a sequence of k “half-maximal jumps” in the Farey graph.
See Figure 9. More precisely, we will consider paths going counterclockwise (in the figure this is
v1 v2 v3 v4 m
FIGURE 9. A continued fraction block of length 3.
represented as going left to right). If we have an edge from v1 to v2 then there is a unique vertex
m in the Farey graph that is outside of the region [v1, v2] and has edges to both v1 and v2. Now
inductively define vi to be the vertex in [vi−1,m) closest to m with an edge to vi−1, for i ≤ k + 1.
The union of the k edges between these vertices is the continued fraction block of length k. If
m < v1 < 0, then the vi are simply v1 ⊕ (i− 1)m. Notice that each jump in the continued fraction
block is a half-maximal jump in the sense that the only other jump that is larger than the one made
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(and does not return to v1) would be to m. So the jump from any vl to m would be “maximal”,
while the jump to vl+1 is “half-maximal”. One could define a continued fraction block going
clockwise as well. Notice that the notions are symmetric, that is if v1, . . . , vk are the vertices in
a continued faction block moving counterclockwise, then vk, . . . , v1 is a continued fraction block
moving clockwise.
Now if one is traversing a path and at vertex vk in the path, the next jump is not part of the
previous continued factions block, then it will be the beginning of a new continued factions block.
If v′ would have been the next jump in the continued factions block of which vk is a part, then
the possible jumps from vk are wi1 = vk ⊕ iv′. If the next jump is to wi1 then we say we started the
continued fraction block that is i down from the previous one. See Figure 10. We make a simple
vk v
′w11 w
1
2w
2
1 w
2
2w
3
1 m
FIGURE 10. Transitioning between continued fraction blocks. The blue path is the
continued fraction block 1 down from the red. The green path is 2 down from the
red, and the orange is 3 down from the red.
observation.
Observation 2.2. If [v1, . . . , vk] is a continued fractions block that is followed by the continued
fractions block [wi1, . . . , w
i
l ] that is i down from it, then the vertices with an edge to vk that are
in [wi1, vk−1] are precisely w
i−1
1 , . . . , w
1
1, w
0
1, and m, where w
0
1 = v
′. We call these the exceptional
vertices of the transition between continued fractions blocks.
It is clear that any minimal path in the Farey graph is a continued fraction block, followed by
one that is i down from it, and so on.
We now explain the reason for the terminology “continued fraction block”. Suppose −p/q <
−1 has the continued fractions decomposition [−a1, . . . ,−an] where each ai ≥ 2. By Lemma 2.1
we see that [−a1, . . . ,−an + 1] is clockwise of [−a1, . . . ,−an] and has an edge to it. It is a maximal
jump towards 0 that has an edge back to [−a1, . . . ,−an]. If we continue to add one to the last ele-
ment on the continued fraction, subject to the relation that [−a1, . . . ,−ak,−1] = [−a1, . . . ,−ak+1],
we will get a sequence of vertices realizing a minimal path from −p/q, clockwise, to 0. In partic-
ular, notice that there are |an − 1||a1 − 1|
∏n−1
i=2 |ai − 2| jumps in this path, if n > 1 and a1 jumps if
n = 1. This should be clear since the jumps associated to [−a1, . . . ,−ak] go from [−a1, . . . ,−ak+1]
to [−a1, . . . ,−1] if k 6= 1 or n. For k = 1 or n we have a similar computation.
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Construction 2.3 (Building paths from continued fractions). Turning this around we can get from
0 to −p/q by moving counterclockwise using the following algorithm: First assume that none of
the ai are 2 and n > 1. Starting at 0 make a jump to −1 and continue in a continued fraction
block of length a0 − 1, then move to the continued fractions block one down from this one and
make a2 − 2 jumps, continue in this manner until the last continued fraction block which will be
of length an−1. Now suppose there are some 2’s among the ai. In particular suppose between ak
and ak+l all the ai are 2’s but ak and ak+1 are not 2. Then when transitioning from the continued
fraction block associate to ak we will start a continued fraction block l down from it corresponding
to ak+l.
So we see from the above construction that a continued fraction block corresponds to the ver-
tices [−a1, . . . ,−ak + 1], [−a1, . . . ,−ak + 1], . . . , [−a1, . . . ,−1], indicating the reason for the name.
We also notice how a continued fraction [−a1, . . . ,−an] can describe a path in the Farey graph
that does not start at 0. Suppose we choose a seed vertex vs and target vertex vt with an edge to vs.
For convenience, we assume that the rational numbers corresponding to vs and vt are negative.
We will now describe a minimal path in [vs, vt] based on [−a1, . . . ,−an]. Assuming none of the
ai are 2, we start the path with an edge from vs to the unique vertex in (vs, vt] with an edge to
both endpoints and then continue with a continued fraction block of length a1 − 1 then move to
the continued fractions block one down from this one and make a2 − 2 jumps, continue in this
manner until the last continued fraction block which will be of length an − 1. If there are 2’s then
we simply proceed as described above (notice that the description above involving the 2’s did not
involve anything about the path starting at 0). Denote this path by P vsvt [−a1, . . . ,−an].
Observation 2.4. There is a change of basis for Z2 taking P vsvt [−a1, . . . ,−an] to the minimal clock-
wise path from 0 to −p/q.
This should be clear as there is a change of basis taking vs to 0, vt to ∞, and vs ⊕ vt to −1
and then both paths are described by the same number and types of jumps (which is of course
preserved by the change of basis).
2.4. Breaking up a continued fraction. Given a continued fraction [−a1, . . . ,−an] for −p/q <
−1 with ai ≥ 2, we see that the lens space L(p, q) is described by surgery on the linear chain
C of unknots U1, . . . , Un shown in Figure 1, the unknot Ui has framing −ai. If we remove Uk
from the chain C we will get two other chains Cs and Ce (one might be empty if the removed
unknot was on the end of the chain). In this section we would like to understand the lens spaces
corresponding to these chains in terms of the continued fraction expansion of −p/q.
To this end we establish some notation. Given T 2 with some coordinates chosen on H1(T 2) we
can consider T 2 × [0, 1] and collapse the curves of slope a/b on T 2 × {0} and r/s on T 2 × {1}.
This will give a lens space and we call a/b the lower meridian of the lens space and r/s the upper
meridian. In particular the lens space with upper meridian 0 and lower meridian −p/q is L(p, q).
Lemma 2.5. With the notation above, suppose that ak is not 2 and k 6= 1, n. Let v1, . . . vk−1 be the vertices
associated to the ak continued fraction block and m is the maximal jump from these, see Figure 9.
The lens space with upper meridian 0 and lower meridian m is L(p′, q′) where −p′/q′ is given by
[−a1, . . . ,−ak−1] and the lens space with upper meridian m and lower meridian −p/q is L(p′′, q′′) where
−p′′/q′′ = [−ak+1, . . . ,−an]. That is, the two lens spaces we get are the ones described by the two chains
one gets by removing Uk from C.
If k = n then the first lens space has the same description and the second one is S3 and similarly for
k = 1.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we see that m = [−a1, . . . ,−ak−1] and so the claim about L(p′.q′) is clear.
The change of basis sending m to 0 and m⊕ vk−1 to −∞ will send vk−1 to −1 and thus we see
that Pmm⊕vk−1 [−ak+1, . . . ,−an] is sent to a path from 0 to [−ak+1, . . . ,−an] and so the second lens
space is as claimed.
When k = n then notice that [−a1, . . . ,−an] has an edge to m and so the second lens space is
S3. We can similarly argue the case k = 1. 
Lemma 2.6. With the notation above, suppose that between ak and ak+i all the ai are 2’s but ak and ak+1
are not 2. That is the continued fraction blocks corresponding to ak+i is i down from the one correspond-
ing to ak. We consider the exceptional vertices wi−11 , . . . , w
0
1 from Observation 2.2 (notice we alraedy
understand the exceptional vertex m by Lemma 2.5).
The lens space with upper meridian 0 and lower meridian wj1 is L(p
′, q′) where −p′/q′ is given by
[−a1, . . . ,−ak+j ] and the lens space with upper meridian wj1 and lower meridian [−a1, . . . ,−an] is
L(p′′, q′′), where−p′′/q′′ = [−ak+j+2, . . . ,−an]. That is, the two lens spaces we get are the ones described
by the two chains one gets by removing Uk+j+1 from C.
As in Lemma 2.5 if k = 1 or k + i = n then one of the lens spaces is S3 and the other is as described
above.
Proof. The identification of −p′/q′ is clear from the construction of a path in the Farey graph
starting at 0 from a continued fraction.
To identify −p′′/q′′ consider the change of basis sending wj1 to 0 and wj+11 to −∞. This change
of basis will clearly send [−a1, . . . ,−ak] to −1 (since this point has an edge to both wj1 and wj+11
and in contained in [wj1, w
j+1
1 ]). We know −p/q is described by Pw
j
1
wj+11
[−ak+j+2, . . . ,−an]and thus
under the above coordinate change is sent to [−ak+j+2, . . . ,−an] as claimed. 
2.5. Contact structures on lens spaces. Here we recall the classification of lens spaces given by
Giroux [12] and Honda [15]. We will use Honda’s notation and also recall classification on T 2 ×
[0, 1] and S1 ×D2.
Given a minimal path in the Farey graph, we call it a decorated path if each edge has been
given a + or − sign. Two decorations on a path are called equivalent if they each give the same
number of + signs to each continued fraction block.
Theorem 2.7. Let Γi be a pair of parallel homologically essential curves on T 2 × {i}, i = 0, 1 of slope
ri. Let P be a minimal path in the Farey graph starting at r0 moving clockwise and ending at r1. The
minimally twisting tight contact structures on T 2 × [0, 1] with dividing curves Γ0 ∪ Γ1 are in one-to-one
correspondence with equivalence classes of decorations on P .
In particular, we notice that if r0 and r1 share an edge in the Farey graph, then there are exactly
two minimally twisting contact structures on T 2 × [0, 1] with these boundary conditions. These
are called basic slices and the theorem says all minimally twisting contact structures on T 2 × [0, 1]
are formed by stacking together basic slices.
We can create a solid torus from T 2 × [0, 1] by collapsing curves on T 2 × {0} of slope r. We can
similarly construct one by collapsing curves of slope r on T 2 × {1}. Say the first torus has a lower
meridian and the second torus has an upper meridian.
Theorem 2.8. Let Γ be a pair of homologicallly essential curves on ∂S1 × D2 with a lower meridian of
slope m. Denote the slope of Γ by r. Let P be a minimal path in the Farey graph that starts at m and goes
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clockwise to r. Then the tight contact structures on S1 × D2 with dividing curves Γ are on one-to-one
correspondence with equivalence classes of decorations on P , except the first edge (the one starting at m) is
left blank.
The same holds if S1 ×D2 has an upper meridian except the path will go counterclockwise form m to r.
We now state the classification of contact structures on Lens space. The terminology used here
was introduced in the previous section.
Theorem 2.9. Given a lens space L with upper meridian r and lower meridian s. Let P be a minimal
path in the Farey graph from s going clockwise to r. The tight contact structures on L are in one-to-one
correspondence with equivalence classes of decorations on P with the fist and last edge left blank.
A contact structure on L is universally tight if and only if the decoration only uses one sign.
The lens space L(p, q) is −p/q < −1 surgery on the unknot in S3. That is it has upper meridian
0 and lower meridian −p/q. So the tight contact structures on L(p, q) are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with equivalence classes of decorations on a minimal path from 0 counter-clockwise
to−p/q (with the first and last edge left blank). If−p/q = [−a1, . . . ,−an], then the count of jumps
in the path from 0 to −p/q given in Section 2.3 shows there are∏ni=1 |ai− 2| edges that need to be
decorated (recall the first and last edge are not decorated) and each continued fraction block can
be decorated in ai − 1 different (equivalence classes) of ways. Thus there are
∏n
i=1 |ai − 1| tight
contact structures on L(p, q).
Remark 2.10. All of the contact structures on L(p, q) are realized by Legendrian surgery on a
Legendrian realization of the chain of unknots {U1, . . . , Un} in Figure 1 with the ith unknot having
Thurston-Bennequin invariant −ai + 1. Notice that there are ai − 1 ways to stabilize the Ui.
Thus we see the stabilizations of the Ui correspond precisely to the signs in the decoration of the
continued fraction block associated to ai.
2.6. Rational unknots in lens spaces. Given a lens spaceL(p, q) we call a knotK a rational unknot
if it is the core of a Heegaard torus for L(p, q). In [1], Baker and the first author showed there is ei-
ther 1, 2, or 4 such knots when considered as oriented knots. In Figure 11 we see one or two such
(unoriented) knots. Recall that a knot type K in a contact manifold (M, ξ) is called weakly Leg-
K1
−a1 −a2 −an
K2
FIGURE 11. Rational unknots K1 and K2 in L(p, q).
endrian simple, if Legendrian representatives of them are determined up to a contactomorphism,
smoothly isotopic to the identity, by their Thurston-Bennequin invariant and rotation number (if
the knots is only rationally null-homologous, then there are rational notions of these invariants
[1]).
Theorem 2.11 (Baker and Etnyre, 2012 [1]). Rational unknots in tight contact structures on lens spaces
are weakly Legendrian simple and there is a unique such knot with maximal Thurston-Bennequin invari-
ant.
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It is easy to see that Legendrian realizing K1 or K2 in Figure 11 by a Thurston-Bennquin in-
variant −1 unknot gives a maximal Thurston-Bennquin invariant rational uknot in L(p, q) with
any tight contact structure.
In [7] the first author and Honda showed how to relate the classification of Legendrian knots in
the smooth knot typeK1 in (M1, ξ1) andK2 in (M2, ξ2) to the classification of Legendrian knots in
the smooth knot type K1#K2 in (M1#M2, ξ1#ξ2). We do not need the full force of the theorem,
but an immediate corollary of that work is the following.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose Ki is a (weakly) Legendrian simple knot type in (Mi, ξi) and there is a unique
maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant representative Li of Ki, for i = 1, 2. Then K1#K2 is (weakly)
Legendrian simple in (M1#M2, ξ1#ξ2) and has a unique maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant repre-
sentative L1#L2.
Given a continued fraction [−a1, . . . ,−an] for −p/q < −1 with ai ≥ 2, we know that the lens
spaceL(p, q) is described by surgery on the linear chainC of unknotsU1, . . . , Un the unknotUi has
framing ai. If we remove Uk from the chain C we will get two other chains Cs and Ce. Notice that
in L(Cs)#L(Ce) the knot Uk is simply the connected sum of rational unknots in the lens spaces.
From the above discussion we have the following understanding of Legendrian realizations of
Uk.
Corollary 2.13. Given any tight contact structure on L(Cs) and L(Ce) the knot Uk is Legendrian simple
in L(Cs)#L(Ce) and realizing Uk as the unknot with Thurston-Bennequin invariant −1 in the obvious
surgery diagram for L(Cs)#L(Ce) gives the maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant representative of Uk.
All other Legendrian representatives of Uk are stabilizations of this one.
2.7. Lisca’s classification of symplectic fillings of universally tight contact structures on lens
spaces. Recall each lens spaceL(p, q) has either two universally tight contact structures if q 6= p−1
or one if q = p − 1. If p/q = [a1, . . . , an], then a universally tight contact structure is realized by
Legendrian surgery on a Legendrian realization of the chain of unknots in Figure 1 with the ith
unknot having Thurston-Bennequin invariant−ai+1 and rotation number ai−2. We denote this
contact structure by ξut. The other universally tight structure is−ξut and has a similar picture but
the rotation numbers are −ai + 2 (when q = p− 1 this will be isotopic to ξut but in the other cases
it will not be isotopic).
Null sequences: We say the collection of integers (n1, . . . , ns+1, 1, ns+1 +1, . . . , nk) is a blowup
of the collection (n1, . . . , nk) (with the obvious notation for s = 0 or k), and the reverse operation
is a blowdown. A blowup is strict if s > 0. We say a collection of integers is null if it is obtained by
a sequence of strict blowups of (0). For example, the only length two null collections is (1, 1) and
the length three null collections are (1, 2, 1) and (2, 1, 2).
If (n1, . . . , nk) is a null collection of integers, then the chain of framed unknots shown in Fig-
ure 12 has boundary S1 × S2. Later we will need the fact that the chain can be blown down so
that it is the first unknot in the chain that is left. This is because all our blowups were strict. But if
(n1, . . . , nk) is a null collection then so is (nk, . . . , n1) so you can also blowdown the chain so that
the right most unknot is the one that remains.
Let [b1, . . . , bm] be a continued fractions expansion of p/(p − q). Let Zp,q be the set of null
collections (n1, . . . , nm) such that ni ≤ bi for all i = 1, . . . ,m. Now for any n ∈ Zp,q we have the
link Ln in S1× S2 that is the image of the red curves in Figure 12 once the chain of black unknots
has been blowndown to gives S1 × S2. Finally, Let Wn be the result of attaching 2–handles to Ln
in ∂(S1 ×D3).
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b1 − n1 b2 − n2 bm − nm
−1 − 1 −1 − 1 −1 − 1
n1 n2 nm
FIGURE 12. Surgery on the black chain of unknots is gives S1 × S2. The red un-
knots form a link Ln in S1 × S2.
We can now state Lisca’s classification of fillings of universally tight contact structures on lens
spaces.
Theorem 2.14 (Lisca, 2008 [17]). Given −p/q < −1.
(1) All the Wn,n ∈ Zp,q admit Stein structures filling (L(p, q), ξut).
(2) Any Stein filling of (L(p, q), ξut) is diffeomorphic to Wn for some n ∈ Zp,q.
(3) For n and n′ in Zp,q, Wn and Wn′ are diffeomorphic if and only if either n′ = n or q2 ≡ 1 mod p
and n′ = n or n′ = n. Here n is the collection integers derived from n by reversing their order.
Notice that if (X, J) is a Stein filling of (M, ξ) then (X,−J) is a Stein filling of (M,−ξ) so the
theorem above deals with all fillings of all universally tight contact structures on L(p, q).
Remark 2.15. The result in [17] was stated for minimal symplectic fillings but as all lens spaces
are supported by planar open books [23] any minimal symplectic filling of them admits a Stein
structure [24]. So the statement above is equivalent to the one given in [17].
2.8. Alternative descriptions of Lisca’s fillings of lens spaces. Here we will describe a way to
build Stein fillings of lens spaces and see that by Lisca’s results in the previous section, this con-
struction will give all such fillings of universally tight contact structures on lens spaces.
We can think of S1 × S2 as T 2 × [0, 1] where we have collapsed the∞ sloped curves on T 2 ×
{0} and T 2 × {1}. That is, in the terminology established in Section 2.4, both the upper and
lower meridians are∞. Now the contact structure ker(cos(pit) dθ + sin(pit) dφ)on T 2 × [0, 1] (with
coordinate t on [0, 1] and cyclic coordinate (θ, φ) on T 2) descends to S1 × S2.
We can think of T 2×{t}, t ∈ (0, 1), as the boundary of a neighborhood of S1×{N}, where N is
the north pole of S2, and give it longitude-meridian coordinates where the longitude is S1×{pt}.
Thus we can refer to curves on T 2 × {t} by their slopes in these coordinates.
We have the following observation.
Lemma 2.16. Each component of the link Ln in S1 × S2 that arise in Lisca’s classification of fillings of
lens spaces from Section 2.7 sits on a Heegaard torus for S1 × S2. That is, in the notation above, there are
t1, . . . , tk ∈ [0, 1] such that the components of Ln sit on T 2 × {t1, . . . , tk} (there can be more than one
component on a given Heegaard torus, but we can also arrange that they are all on distinct tori).
The framings on the components of Ln are one less than the framings induced by the tori on which they
sit and the slopes of the meridians are monotonic (that is, either decreasing or increasing, depending on the
direction the chain is traversed).
The knots that appear in the lemma will be called torus knots in S1 × S2.
Proof. Consider Figure 12. Only consider the black curves that describe S1 × S2. Let K be a
meridian to the kth component in the chain. Slam dunk the mth unknot in the chain, and then the
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next component. Continue until the (k + 2)st component has been slam dunked. Now similarly
slam dunk the first unknot in the chain and continue until the (k − 1)st unknot is slam dunked.
We now have a two component chain. Each component of which might have rational coefficients.
See Figure 13.
K
r/s
a/b
FIGURE 13. Surgery on the Hopf link that gives S1 × S2 and the knot K and K ′
sitting on the Heegaard torus.
There is a torus T separating the two components of the chain. We know the chain describes
S1 × S2 and T clearly separates it into two solid tori. That is T is a Heegaard torus for S1 × S2.
Notice that K sits on this Heegaard torus and the −1 framing on K is one less than the framing
coming from T . It is well-known that there is a unique genus one Heegaard splitting of S1 × S2
so we see that any meridian to any component of the chain in Figure 12 is a torus knot.
Let si be the slope of the ith meridian on T 2 × {ti}. If these slopes are not monotone, then
there is some i such that si−1 < si and si > si+1. Lisca [17] shows that all these meridians can be
realized by Legendrian knots L1, . . . , Lk with contact framing agreeing with the torus framing.
Thus we can perturb the torus T 2 × {ti} into a convex torus Ti so that Li is a Legendrian divide.
The region between Ti−1 and Ti+1 cannot be minimally twisting because the slope of Ti is not
between the slopes of the boundary tori, [15]. Thus this region must contain Giroux torsion and
hence the contact structure on S1×S2 would be overtwisted. Since this is not true, we must have
that the slopes are monotone. 
From our description of S1 × S2 and the contact structure ξstd above, notice that each T 2 × {t}
is linearly foliated by Legendrian curves and the slope of these curve range from −∞ up to∞ as
t increases.
Corollary 2.17. Let L be a collection of linear Legendrian curves on as discussed in the previous sentence.
Then Legendrian surgery on L produces a Stein filling of a Lens space. Moreover, all of Lisca’s fillings are
of this type.
Remark 2.18. We notice that there are fillings you can construct from this corollary that do not
obviously come form Lisca’s construction, but by his classification theorem they will be diffeo-
morphic to one constructed by his algorithm.
Proof. Since the Heegaard tori are foliated by Legendrian curves, the contact framing and the
framing from the torus are the same. So Legendrian surgery on one of these Legendrian curves
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corresponds to a−1 Dehn surgery on the knot with respect to the torus framing. It is well-known
that this is equivalent to cutting the manifold along the torus and regluing by a right handed
Dehn twist along the curve. Thus we obtain a lens space, even after surgery on several such
curves.
As S1 × S2 is Stein filled by S1 ×D3 and Legendrian surgery corresponds to attaching a Stein
2–handle along the Legendrian knot, it is clear that our lens spaces are Stein fillable.
The above discussion shows that the link on which one surgers to obtain Lisca’s fillings of lens
spaces is a link as described in the corollary by Lemma 2.16. 
We would now like to observe some symmetries in the Legendrian tours knots in S1 × S2. To
this end we first notice that we have an obvious symmetry of S1 ×D3 = (S1 × [−1, 1])×D2 with
the symplectic structure dθ∧dt+dx∧dy,where θ is the angular coordinate on S1, t the coordinate
on [−1, 1], and (x, y) are Euclidean coordinates on D2. This is clearly an exact filling of S1 × S2
as seen by the Liouville vector field t ∂∂t +
1
2(x
∂
∂x + y
∂
∂y ). Now consider the symplectomorphism
F : S1 ×D3 → S1 ×D3 given by F (θ, t, x, y) = (θ, t, rθ(x, y)), where rθ : D2 → D2 is rotation by
θ. This also induces a contactomorphism of S1×S2 that fixes S1×{N,S}, where N and S are the
north and south poles of S2, respectively.
Remark 2.19. We notice that given a Legendrian torus knot K of slope r/s then F (K) is a Legen-
drian torus knot of slope (r+s)/s. Moreover, attaching a Stein 2–handle to S1×D3 alongK gives
a symplectic manifold that is symplectomorphic to the one obtained by attaching the handle to
F (K). Applying F of F−1 repeatedly we can assume that the knot K has slope in (−1, 0].
Notice that this explains why in Lisca’s construction all the 2–handles are attached along neg-
ative torus knots. A priori one could attach the handles along positive torus knots too but after
applying F−1 enough times, one can arrange that all the torus knots in the link used to construct
the Stein filling have negative slope.
2.9. Combining symplectic fillings of universally tight contact structures on lens spaces. We
would now like to understand how fillings of lens spaces associated to sub-chains of [a1, . . . , an]
relate to fillings of the lens space associated to [a1, . . . , an]. For the rest of this section we will only
consider fillings of the universally tight contact structure on L(p, q). Recall from the introduction
that there is a map
Gas : Fill({a1, . . . , as−1})× Fill({as+1, . . . , an})→ Fill({a1, . . . , an}).
(Here we use integers ai to indicate the corresponding unknots in the chain of unknots describing
the lens spaces. In addition, for all the fillings to be of universally tight contact structures all
the stabilizations of the Legendrian knots must be of the same type.) We will show this map is
injective if we do not have q2 ≡ 1 mod p and identify the lack of injectivity in this case. For
this we need to understand Gas better. We begin by observing an immediate consequence of
Riemenschneider point diagrams discussed in Section 2.1.
Lemma 2.20. Given a continued fractions p/q = [a1, . . . , an] with ai ≥ 2 and some 1 < s < n, let
p1/q1 = [a1, . . . , as−1] and p2/q2 = [as+1, . . . , an]. Let [b1, . . . , bk], respectively [c1, . . . , cl], be the
continued fractions expansion of p1/(p1 − q1), respectively p2/(p2 − q2). Then the continued fraction
expansion of p/(p− q) is
[b1, . . . , bk−1, bk + c1, c2, . . . , cl]
if as = 2 and
[b1, . . . , bk−1, bk + 1, 2, . . . , 2, c1 + 1, c2, . . . , cl]
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otherwise, where there are as − 3, 2’s between bk + 1 and c1 + 1.
If p′/q′ = [a2, . . . , an] and [b1, . . . , bl] is the continued fractions expansion of p′/(p′ − q′), then the
expansion of p/(p− q) is
[2, . . . , 2, b1 + 1, b2, . . . , bn]
where there are b1 − 2, 2’s at the beginning. There is a similar formula if an is left out. 
We now observe a fact about combining null sequences.
Lemma 2.21. If (n1, . . . , nk) and (m1, . . . ,ml) are two null sequences then so is
(1) (n1, . . . , nk−1, nk +m1,m2, . . . ,ml),
and
(2) (n1, . . . , nk−1, nk + 1, 2, . . . , 2,m1 + 1,m2, . . . ,ml).
Proof. For the first claim notice that for (m1, . . . ,ml) there is a sequence of strict blowups from
(1, 1) to (m1, . . . ,ml). Now starting from (n1, . . . , nk) we can blowup at the last point to get
(n1, . . . , nk + 1, 1) which is the result of combining (n1, . . . , nk) and (1, 1) as in Equation 1. Now
continue the sequence of blow up to go from (1, 1) to (m1, . . . ,ml) on (n1, . . . , nk + 1, 1) to get
(n1, . . . , nk−1, nk+m1,m2, . . . ,ml). The last equation is obtained from applying the first to (n1, . . . , nk),
(1, 2, . . . , 2, 1), and (m1, . . . ,ml). Since these are all null sequences so is the result. 
Given n ∈ Zp1.q1 and m ∈ Zp2,q2 we call the combination in (1) the 2–fusion of n and m and
denote it n ∗2 m. Similarly the combination in (2) is the as–fusion of n and m when there are |as|
2’s, and denote it n ∗as m. Clearly this gives a map
Fas : Zp1,q1 × Zp2,q2 → Zp,q.
Proposition 2.22. Given fillings Wn ∈ Fill(L(p1, q1)) and Wm ∈ Fill(L(p2, q2)) then
Gas(Wn,Wm) = WFas (n,m).
For this proposition we need a preliminary result that identifies the rational unknots in ∂Wn.
Lemma 2.23. Let p/q = [a1, . . . , an] and p/(p − q) = [b1, . . . , bm]. Denote the chain of unknots with
framings −ai, as in Figure 1, by C, and the corresponding chain for the bi by C′. The lens spaces L(C)
and L(C′) are diffeomorphic and the rational unknots K1 and K2 in L(C) shown in Figure 11 and the
corresponding ones K ′1 and K ′2 in L(C′) are isotopic. Moreover, if K ′′1 and K ′′2 are the meridians to the n1-
framed and nm-framed unknots in Figure 12, then for any n ∈ Zp,q, K ′′i is isotopic to Ki but the framing
on Ki is one less that the framing on K ′′i .
Proof. We first notice that given any n ∈ Zp,q in Figure 12 we can blowdown all the −1-framed
unknots to get C′. Thus it is clear that the K ′′i are isotopic to the K ′i. So we are left to relate the
K ′′i and the Ki. To this end, consider n = (1, 2, . . . , 2, 1) ∈ Zp,q. From above L(C′) is clearly
diffeomorphic to ∂Wn so that the rational unknots are preserved. We will now convert ∂Wn into
L(C) and see that the K ′′i go to the Ki. We start with the −1-framed meridian to the nm-framed
unknots in Figure 12. Slide one −1-framed meridian over a second one and then that one over a
third and so on until one sees the diagram at the top of Figure 14. Now blow down the nm-framed
unknot (recall nm = 1) to get the next diagram in Figure 14. Slide the −2-framed unknot over
one of the −1-framed meridian to the (nm−1 − 1)-framed unknot if there are any such unknots
or do nothing if not. Then continue as before to slide the −1-framed meridians over the other
such knots until one arrives at the bottom diagram in Figure 14. Continue this process until
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b1 − n1 b2 − n2 bm−1 − nm−1 − 1
−1 − 1 −1 − 1
−1
−2 − 2
−2 − 2
bm − nm
−3
1 2 1
1 2 1
b1 − n1 b2 − n2 bm−1 − nm−1
−1 − 1 −1 − 1 −1 − 1
−2 − 2
bm − nm
1 2 2 1
b1 − n1 b2 − n2 bm−1 − nm−1 bm − nm − 1
−1 − 1 −1 − 1 −1 − 1 −2 − 2
−1
FIGURE 14. Converting C′ to C.
one arrives at Figure 15. To that you get the framings claimed in Figure 15 notice that if the chain
(b1, . . . , bm) is of the form (2d1 , c1+3, 2d2 , c2+3, . . . , 2dk , ck+3, 2dk+1) for ci, di ≥ 0, where 2l means
2 repeated l times, then the above process gives a chain with framings (−d1 − 2, (−2)c1 ,−d2 −
3, . . . ,−dk−3, (−2)ck ,−dk+1−2) which is precisely (−a1, . . . ,−an), where (a1, . . . , an) is obtained
from (b1, . . . , bm) according to the Riemenschneider point diagram formula from Section 2.1. The
K′′1
0
−1
−a1 −a2 −an
FIGURE 15. Final step converting C′ to C.
curve K ′′1 in Figure 15 can be slid over the −1-framed unknots and then thinking of the 0-framed
unknot as a 1–handle, it may be cancelled from the picture using the −1-framed unknot. The
resulting picture is precisely the chain in Figure 11 with K ′′1 becoming K1 with framing one less.
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To see the claim forK ′′2 once does the above argument but starting from the left most−1-framed
unknot if Figure 12 and working to the right. 
Proof of Proposition 2.22. Let p1/q1 = [a1, . . . , as−1] and p2/q2 = [as+1, . . . , an]. Suppose Wn is
filling of L(p1, q1) and Wm is filling of L(p2, q2). Recall that Wn is constructed by attaching a 1–
handle to the 4–ball and then 2–handles to a framed link Ln in ∂(S1×D3). This is indicated on the
upper left of Figure 16. We obtain Ln by taking the red link in Figure 12 and blowing down the
ni famed curves until only the right most one is left and it have a framing of 0. Now replace this
with 0-framed unknot with a 1–handle. We can similarly form Wm but this time we blowdown
the mi framed knots leaving the left most one. From this construction we see that the knots K ′′2
in ∂Wn and K ′′1 in ∂Wm are simply meridional circles to the 1–handles.
To construct Gas(Wn,Wm) we attach a 1–handle to Wn ∪Wm, obtaining the boundary connect
sum, and then a 2–handle to the sum of the rational unknot K2 in L(p1, q1) = ∂Wn and K1 in
L(p2, q2) = ∂Wm. Recall from Lemma 2.23 the Ki are exactly the same knots as the K ′′i but the
framing on the former is one less than that on the latter. So the resulting filling of L(p, q) is shown
at the top of Figure 16, the surgery coefficient on K ′′2#K ′′1 will be determined later.
Ln Lm
K′′2 #K
′′
1
Ln Lm
FIGURE 16. The results of attaching a round 1–handle to K ′′2 in ∂Wn and K ′′1 in ∂Wm.
Suppose as = 2. ThenG(Wn,Wm) attaches a round 1–handle to a Legendrian realization ofK ′′2
in ∂Wn and a realization of K ′′1 in ∂Wm. To get a filling of L(p, q) we need to attach the 2–handle
portion of the round 1–handle to K1#K2 with framing −2. According to Lemma 2.23 this would
be the same as attaching the 2-handle to K ′′2#K ′′1 with framing 0. Now use the 0-framed unknot
to slide Ln off of the left most 1–handle in Figure 16 and onto the right most handle. Then cancel
the left most 1–handle with the 0-framed 2–handle. This is shown on the bottom of Figure 16.
Notice that this manifold is precisely the the manifold WF2(n,m) associated to the 2–fusion of n
and m if one blows down the the curves in Figure 12 associated to n ∗2m leaving the one labeled
nk +m1 as the 0-framed unknot. Thus we have established the proposition when a2 = 2.
Now we consider the case for as > 2. For this notice that Figure 17 is a diagram that gives Wn.
One simply blows down the 1 framed unknot on the right and continues to blow down the chain
the unknots on the right until one is left with the original chain defining Wn, we then blowdown
ni-framed unknots until we are left with the unknot that was originally framed nk+1. It will now
have a 0-framing and can be replaced with a 1–handle to get Wn. Now notice the green curve is
the rational unknot K2, but the framing on it in ∂Wn is as − 1 less than the framing on K2. Now
arguing as above we clearly see thatGas(Wn,Wm) is the same as the manifoldWFas (n,m) obtained
from the as-fusion of n and m. 
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b1 − n1 bk − nk
−1 − 1 −1 − 1
n1 n2 nk−1 nk + 1 2 2 2 1
FIGURE 17. Another picture of Wn. There are as − 3 unknots with framing 2 on the right.
Proposition 2.24. Given a continued fractions p/q = [a1, . . . , an] with ai ≥ 2 and some 1 < s < n, let
p1/q1 = [a1, . . . , as−1] and p2/q2 = [as+1, . . . , an]. The map
Gas : Fill(L(p1, q1),±ξut)× Fill(L(p2, q2),±ξut)→ Fill(L(p, q),±ξut)
is injective unless q2 ≡ 1 mod p. When q2 ≡ 1 mod p, the map will identify (Wn,Wm) and (W ′n,W ′m)
if and only if n′ ∗as m′ = n ∗as m.
Proof. Let p1/q1 = [a1, . . . , as−1] and p2/q2 = [as+1, . . . , an]. Suppose Wn and Wn′ are fillings of
L(p1, q1) and Wm and Wm′ are fillings of L(p2, q2). From Lisca’s classification, Theorem 2.14, we
know Wn∗asm is the same as Wn′∗asm′ if and only if n ∗as m = n′ ∗as m′ or q2 ≡ 1 mod p and
n′ ∗as m′ = n ∗as m or n ∗as m. Thus the proposition follows from Proposition 2.22. 
Remark 2.25. We note that the map Gas can also be surjective, but in general does not have to be.
For example, consider −16/3 = [−6,−2,−2]. The map Ga2 will map
Fill(L(6, 1), ξut)× Fill(L(2, 1), ξut)→ Fill(L(16, 3), ξut)
but Fill(L(6, 1), ξut) and Fill(L(2, 1), ξut) have cardinality 1, while Fill(L(16, 3), ξut) has cardi-
nality 2. In particular the image of Ga2 is the plumbing of three disk bundles over spheres in
Fill(L(16, 3), ξut) and misses the rational homology ball. In fact, one may easily check that Ga1
and Ga3 also miss the rational homology ball. So there can be fillings in Fill(L(p, q), ξut) that are
not in the image of any Gas .
2.10. Decomposing fillings along tori. Let X be a 4–manifold with boundary. If K0 and K1
are two disjoint knots in ∂X then a round 1–handle is attached to X along K0 ∪ K1 by gluing
S1× ([0, 1]×D2) to X by identifying S1×{i}×D2 with a neighborhood of Ki, for i = 0, 1. Such a
gluing is determined by a framing onK0 andK1. Denote the resulting manifold byX ′. We notice
that ∂X ′ is obtained from ∂X by removing neighborhoods of the Ki and glueing the resulting
boundary components together (so that the meridian on one of the tori goes to the meridian on
the other, and the longitude determined by the framing on one of the tori goes to the longitude
on the other). Conversely notice that there is a natural torus T in ∂X ′ so that ∂X can be recovered
from ∂X ′ by removing a neighborhood of T and gluing in two solid tori.
Notice that attaching a round 1–handle can also be described by attaching a 1–handle with
attaching sphere a point on K0 and a point on K1 followed by attaching a 2–handle to K0#K1
(notice that after attaching the 1–handle the parts of Ki outside the attaching region of the 1–
handle can be joint to form the connected sum of the knots).
If X is a symplectic manifold with convex boundary and the Ki are Legendrian knots in ∂X
then the 1–handle and 2–handle mentioned above can be attached as Weinstein handles and thus
the resulting manifold X ′ is also a symplectic manifold with convex boundary.
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Suppose (M, ξ) is a contact manifold. An embedded convex torus T in M is called a mixed
torus if T has a neighborhood N = [−1, 1]×T 2 with convex boundary such that {0}×T 2 is T and
[−1, 0] × T 2 and [0, 1] × T 2 are basic slices of opposite sign. Let the slope of the dividing curves
on {t} × T 2 be denoted by st, for t = −1, 0, 1. There will be an edge in the Farey graph from s−1
to s0 and one from s0 to s1. Let E be the set of slopes in the interval (s1, s−1) with an edge to s0.
Theorem 2.26 (Menke, 2018 [19]). If (X,ω) is a symplectic manifold with convex boundary and T is a
mixed torus in ∂X then there is a symplectic manifold (X ′, ω′) and Legendrian knots K0 and K1 in ∂X ′
such that (X,ω) is recovered from (X ′, ω′) by attaching a round 1–handle along K0 ∪K1.
Moreover, ∂X ′ is obtained from ∂X by cutting along T and gluing in two solid tori both with meridional
slope e for some fixed e ∈ E and extending the contact structure over these tori by the unique tight
structure on them. These solid tori are neighborhoods of the Legendrian knots Ki.
A contact structure ξ on a lens space L(p, q) is determined by a minimal path in the Farey graph
from 0 to −p/q with all edges (but the first and last) decorated by a sign. When two adjacent
edges have a different sign, the torus along which they come together is a mixed torus. So a
mixed torus can occur within a continued fraction block (and the Legendrian knot corresponding
to this continued fraction block will be stabilized both positively and negatively), or if there are
no mixed tori within a continued fraction block then there can be mixed tori as one transition
from continued fraction block to another along a inconsistent sub-chain.
3. DECOMPOSING FILLINGS OF VIRTUALLY OVERTWISTED LENS SPACES
We now analyze the result of applying Menke’s theorem, Theorem 2.26, to fillings of lens spaces.
We begin with a mixed torus within a continued fraction block.
Theorem 3.1. Let ξC be a contact structure on L(p, q) described by Legendrian surgery on the chain
C = {L1, . . . , Ln} of Legendrian unknots. With the notation from Construction 1.20, if Lk is a Legendrian
knot that has been stabilized both positively and negatively, then the map
Gak : Fill(Cs)× Fill(L(Ce))→ Fill(L(C)).
is surjective.
Proof. Because Lk has been stabilized both positively and negatively, we know in the continued
fraction block associated to Lk there is a mixed torus T .
Given a Stein filling X of L(C). Theorem 2.26 then says there is a filling X ′ of the result of
cuttingL(C) along T and gluing in two solid tori. To determine the possible slope for these tori we
notice that the basic slices adjacent to T are to jumps in the continued fraction block, say from vj to
vj+1 and then to vj+2, see Figure 9. As such the only vertex in (vj+2, vj) with an edge to vj+1 is m
in Figure 9. Thus this is the meridional slope for the two solid tori. That isX ′ is a filling of the lens
spaces with upper meridian 0 and lower meridian m = [−a1, . . . ,−ak−1] and the lens space with
upper meridianm and lower meridian [−a1, . . . ,−an], see Section 2.4 for terminology. Lemma 2.5
then says that topologically these lens spaces areL(Cs) andL(Ce), respectively. Moreover, the path
in the Farey graph describing L(Cs) is a sub-path of the one describing L(C) with one extra edge
added (that is the jump from [−a1, . . . ,−ak−1 + 1] to m = [−a1, . . . ,−ak−1]). Thus the contact
structure on L(Cs) is the one given by Legendrian surgery on the sub-chain Cs and similarly for
L(Ce). (See Remark 2.10 for the relation between the paths in the Farey graph and Legendrian
surgery on the chain.)
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Since there cannot be a symplectic filling of a lens space with disconnected boundary (by [4]
fillings of contact structures supported by planar open books must have a single boundary com-
ponent, and tight structures on lens spaces hare supported by planar open books [23]) we see
that X ′ is a disjoint union of two symplectic manifolds XCs and XCe . The filling X is recovered
from XCs ∪XCe by attaching a round 1–handle. Thus if either XCs or XCe were not minimal, then
X would not be either. But since it is, we must have both XCs and XCe be minimal symplectic
fillings (and by [24], Stein fillings). When attaching a round 1–handle to XCs ∪XCe the associated
2–handle is attached to Uk and to get from L(Cs)#L(Ce) to L(C) there is a unique possible Legen-
drian realization of Uk to which a Stein 2–handle can be attached by Corollary 2.13. That is X is
Gak(XCs , XCe) and we see that Gak is surjective. 
We now consider mixed tori that are not contained in a continued fraction block.
Theorem 3.2. Let ξC be a contact structure on L(p, q) described by Legendrian surgery on the chain
C = {L1, . . . , Ln} of Legendrian unknots. Assume that C is nicely stabilized and C′ = {Lk, . . . , Lk+l} is
an inconsistent sub-chain, then
Fill(L(C)) =
k+l⋃
i=k
Image(GLi).
See the introduction for terminology used in this theorem.
Proof. The argument is exactly the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 except the mixed torus T
is at the juncture between the continued fraction block associated to Lk and the one associated to
Lk+l (recall the other Li in C′ all have Thurston-Bennequin invariant −1 and do not correspond
to a continued fraction block but indicate how far down Lk+l’s continued fraction block is from
Lk’s, see Section 2.3). Thus given X a filling of L(C), Menke’s theorem (Theorem 2.26) gives a
symplectic manifold X ′ with ∂X ′ obtained from ∂X by cutting along T and gluing in solid tori
with meridional slopes identified in Observation 2.2. And the lens spaces thus obtained are then
identified in Lemma 2.6. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.22, as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.22. Given a lens space, represent it by a chain of unknots C, and call the lens
space L(C). Now consider D, the components that have been stabilised both positively and nega-
tively. By Theorem 3.1, we get a surjective map from the fillings of C−D to the fillings of C (notice
that the composition of G{L} with L ∈ D has the same image as GD). Then, Theorem 3.2 tells us
that all the fillings of the sub-chains in C −D are given by the gluing maps coming from maximal
collectionM in S (see the introduction for notation). 
4. COUNTING FILLINGS OF LENS SPACES
In this section we will start by studying the gluing maps GS that appear in our main theorem,
Theorem 1.22, and see the extent to which we need all of the ones used in the theorem. Then in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we establish all the corollaries of our main result discussed in the introduc-
tion.
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4.1. Injectivity of the gluing map. We begin by proving Theorem 1.25 concerning the injectivity
of the gluing maps in our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.25. Proposition 2.24 says that the gluing map when one unknot is removed
from a chain is injective on the fillings of the universally tight contact structure on L(p, q) (up to
the symmetries described in the proposition if q2 ≡ 1 mod p). Since Corollary 1.1 says that the
fillings of any other contact structure are a subset of the fillings of the universally tight contact
structure, we see that the gluing map for any contact structure is a restriction of the one for the
universally tight contact structures and so will be at least as injective. 
Remark 4.1. We note Menke [19] showed that if (M ′, ξ′) is obtained from (M, ξ) by Legendrian
surgery on a Legendrian L that has been stabilized positively and negatively, then any filling
of (M ′, ξ′) comes from a filling of (M, ξ) by attaching a Stein 2–handle to L. Thus the gluing
map corresponding to such an L in a chain C is also surjective. Though we see that this is not in
general, see Example 4.2 below.
We now observe that in general there is no single gluing map in Theorem 1.22 that will produce
all of the fillings of a lens space.
Example 4.2. Consider the lens space in Figure 18. There are no components in the chain that have
FIGURE 18. A contact structure on L(57, 22) with three different fillings.
been stabilized both positively and negatively. So by Theorem 1.22 we only need to consider the
inconsistent sub-chain {L2, L3, L4} (we label the components from left to right). So Theorem 1.22
says that the fillings of this contact structure are in the image of the gluing maps GL2 , GL3 and
GL4 . One may easily check that Image(GL3) = Image(GL4) consists of two fillings corresponding
to (1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1) and (2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1) in Z57,22 while Image(GL2) consists of fillings corresponding
to (1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1) and (1, 2, 4, 1, 2, 2).
Example 4.3. In Figure 19 we see a Legendrian chain giving a contact structure on L(222, 61) with
inconsistent sub-chain {L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}. Applying Theorem 1.22 (together with Lemma 2.21)
we find the fillings of this contact structure as follows. The image of GL2 consists of the fillings
corresponding to [1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1], [1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2], [2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1], and [2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2]. The im-
age of GL3 and GL4 agree and contains the fillings in the image of GL2 and [1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 2, 1] and
[1, 2, 3, 1, 4, 1, 2]. The image of GL5 contains the fillings in the image of GL3 and also the ones cor-
responding to [2, 2, 2, 1, 5, 2, 1] and [2, 2, 2, 1, 6, 1, 2]. Finally, the image of GL6 contains the fillings
corresponding to [1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1], [2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1], [1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 2, 1], and [2, 2, 2, 1, 5, 2, 1].
From the first example we see that in Theorem 1.22 there is no single gluing map whose image
will contain all of the fillings of a contact structure and that there is no choice for “best” gluing
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FIGURE 19. A Legendrian chain for the lens space L(222, 61).
map to use (that is whether using the end points of an inconsistent sub-chain or an interior part of
the chain will give most or all of the fillings). From the second example we see that it is possible to
get all of the fillings from a single gluing map but the filling map comes from one of the internal
knots in the inconsistent sub-chain.
4.2. General results on fillings of lens spaces. We now see that the smooth manifolds that min-
imally symplectically fill any contact structure on L(p, q) also fill the universally tight contact
structure.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let C be any chain of Legendrian unknots describing some contact structure
ξ on L(p, q). Let C′ be a chain that describes a universally tight contact structure on L(p, q). Notice
that C and C′ are smoothly the same framed link, just some of the components are stabilized in a
different way. Now let D be the components of C that have been stabilized both positively and
negatively and let S be the subset of the sub-chains C −D that are inconsistent (see Section 1.2 for
notation). Let D′ be the subset of C′ that corresponds to the components of D. Similarly let S ′ be
the subset of C′−D′ that corresponds to S . Notice that for any maximal collectionM in S and the
corresponding collectionM′ in S ′, the chains in C− (D∪M) and C′− (D′∪M′) correspond to the
same universally tight contact structures and so have the same elements. Thus Image(GD∪M)
is a subset of Image(GD′∪M′). (Notice that they could be the same, but they do not have to be.
For example, if C = {L1, L2, L3} with L1 stabilized positively and negatively while L2 ∪ L3 is
the Hopf link with tb(L2) = tb(L3) = −2 and r(L2) = −r(L3) = 1, then Image(GD′∪M′) contains
two elements while Image(GD∪M) contains one.) Moreover the union of Image(GD′∪M′) over all
maximal collectionsM′ is contained in Fill(C′) we see that Fill(C) is contained in Fill(C′). (Re-
call, Fill(C) is describing the smooth types of the symplectic fillings of L(C) and not the specific
symplectic structures on the smooth manifolds.) 
We now prove Theorem 1.2 that says the difference between the number of fillings of a uni-
versally tight contact structure and a virtually overtwisted contact structure can be arbitrarily
large.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. From the proof of Corollary 1.2 in [17] one can easily see that the fillings of
the universally tight contact structure on [−2, (−3)n, (−2)n] has at least n−1 fillings (recallmn in a
continued fraction means repeatm, n times). Now if we consider the chain of Legendrian unknots
with Thurston-Bennequin invariant −1,−2(n times),−1(n times) where the tb = −2 unknots are
alternatively stabilized positively and negatively gives an overtwisted contact structure ξ. From
our main theorem, Theorem 1.22, we see that it has a unique Stein filling. 
Virtually overtwisted contact structures on lens space can have arbitrarily many fillings.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given any integer k, Lisca gives lens spaces with at least k Stein fillings [17].
Doing Legendrian surgery on a rational unknot in this lens space that has been stabilized both
positively and negatively yields a virtually overtwisted contact structure that has at least k Stein
fillings by Theorem 1.22. 
We now see that the only filling of a lens space with the same second betti number as the
plumbing that fills the lens space is indeed the plumbing.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Suppose p/(p − q) = [b1, . . . , bk] where bi ≥ 2. The fillings of the universally
tight contact structure are given by Zp,q. The proof of Lemma 2.23 shows that the filling corre-
sponding to (1, 2k−2, 1) corresponds to the filling given by the plumbing diagram in Figure 1.
We claim that any other filling, if it exists, must have fewer 2–handles (and hence smaller
second Betti number). Given n ∈ Zp,q where n = (n1, . . . , nk) the number of 2–handles in Wn is
k∑
i=1
bi − ni =
k∑
i=1
bi −
k∑
i=1
ni.
and so the second Betti number is one less that this (since Wn is made with one 1–handle that is
(rationally) cancelled by one of the 2–handles). The only way to get a null collection (n1, . . . , nk)
of length k is to (strictly) blowup such a collection of length k−1. A blowup that is on the interior
of the chain, adds 3 to
∑
ni, but when done at the far right it only adds 2. The chain (1, 2k−2, 1)
is obtained from (1, 1) by always blowing up on the far right and so
∑
ni in this case is 2k − 2,
but in all other cases is strictly larger than this. Thus all other fillings must have strictly smaller
second Betti number than the plumbing. 
We now identify the rational homology balls that lens spaces bound.
Proof of Lemma 1.5. In [17], Lisca shows that the universally tight contact structure on L(p, q) has
a rational homology ball Stein filling if and only if (p, q) = (m2,mh − 1) for some h relatively
prime to m. In [8, 10, 13] it was shown that no virtually overtwisted contact structure on a lens
space bounds a rational homology ball. So we are left to explicitly give a handle presentation
of the filling of L(m2,mh − 1). To this end notice that in Figure 2 the Legendrian knot sits on
a Heegaard torus for S1 × S2 as a (n,−m)–curve and the framing corresponding to Legendrian
surgery is−nm−1. Thus smoothly the result of Legendrian surgery is the same as cutting S1×S2
along the Heegaard torus and regluing by a Dehn twist on the (n,−m)-curve. So we see that the
meridian of one of the Heegaard tori is glued to the curve (1−mn,m2)–curve on the other. That
is the same as doing −m2/(mn − 1) surgery on the unknot in S3. Thus we get the lens space
L(m2,mn − 1). So the Stein diagrams in Figure 2 fill the claimed lens spaces. And as such they
must come from Lisca’s construction.
We now turn to the uniqueness of rational homology ball fillings of lens spaces. To this end we
notice that this follows from the following lemma because Lisca [17] showed that all Stein fillings
are described up to diffeomorphism by compatible null sequences. 
Lemma 4.4. If L(p, q) bounds a Stein rational homology ball, then there exists a unique null sequence
(n1, . . . , nk) such that ni = 1, no other nj is 1, and p/(p− q) = [n1, . . . , ni−1, 2, ni+1, . . . , nk].
Proof. A null sequence (n1, . . . , nk) with only one ni = 1 must be obtained by strict blowups
from the sequence (2, 1, 2). At any of the intermediate stages, one can either do a blowup on the
left, i.e., [m1, . . . ,mi−1, 1,mi+1, . . . ,ml] → [m1, . . . ,mi−1 + 1, 1, 2,mi+1, . . . ,ml], or a blowup on the
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right, i.e., [m1, . . . ,mi−1, 1,mi+1, . . . ,ml] → [m1, . . . ,mi−1, 2, 1,mi+1 + 1, . . . ,ml]. In particular, a
null sequence as described in the statement is obtained by a series of blowups alternately on the
left and on the right, and this path of blowups obviously determines the null sequence. A general
null sequence obtained from (2, 1, 2) by t1 blowups on the left, followed by t2 blowups on the
right, followed by t3 blowups on the left, and so on, ending with t2r blowups on the right, will
look like (t1 + 2, 2t2−1, t3 + 2, . . . , 2t2r−2−1, t2r−1 + 2, 2t2r , 1, t2r + 2, 2t2r−1−1, . . . , t2 + 2, 2t1).
Now, suppose p/(p − q) = [b1, . . . , bk] = [n1, . . . , ni−1, 2, ni+1, . . . , nk], where (n1, . . . , nk) is a
null sequence with only ni = 1. By the above discussion, it follows that (n1, . . . , nk) is obtained
from (2,1,2) by t1 = b1 − 2 blowups to the left, followed by, t2 = bk−t1 − 2 blowups to the right,
followed by, t3 = bt2+1 − 2 blowups to the left, followed by, t4 = bk−t1−1−t3+1 − 2 blowups to the
right, and so on, until bi+1−2 blowups to the right. This shows that the null sequence is uniquely
determined by the continued fraction expansion of p/(p− q). 
We now turn to fillings of lens spaces with second Betti number equal to 1.
Proof of Lemma 1.6. The first statement is clear from Corollary 2.17. For the second, notice that
the fundamental group can be computed from the handle decomposition as 〈x|xs, xb〉. This is
equivalent to 〈x|xgcd(s,b)〉. The result follows. 
We can now prove our result about the lens space one obtains form Legendrian surgery on
some knot in (S3, ξstd)
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Since any filling of a lens space is smoothly the same as a filling of a univer-
sally tight contact structure on a lens space we consider such fillings. If a filling of a lens space
comes from B4 by attaching a 2–handle to a Legendrian knot then the filling has second Betti
number equal to one. Thus from Lisca’s classification, in Section 2.7, this will correspond to a
lens space obtained from attaching two 2–handles to S1 × D3 and the attaching curves of the
2–handles are specified from a null sequence by two −1-framed meridians to the null sequence
chain. Notice that to get from S1 × D3 with two 2–handles attached, to B4 with one 2–handle
attached, one must have one of the 2–handles cancelling the 1–handle in the natural handle struc-
ture on S1×D3. That is one of the 2–handles (possibly after handle slides) must link the 0–framed
unknot geometrically once.
From Corollary 2.17 we know that the 2–handles are attached on two torus knots in S1 × S2.
The simplest way to cancel the 1–handle is for one of the torus knots to be a curve of slope n (that
is, a longitude). It is clear that when one cancels the 1–handle with such a curve then the other
torus knot in S1×S2 becomes a torus knot in S3 and its framing is one less than the framing given
by the torus. The torus knot must be a negative torus knot as we know the positive torus knots
cannot be Legendrian realized with the required contact framing. Since all negative torus knots
can be realized with the required framing they must all come from this construction via Lisca’s
theorem, Theorem 2.14.
The next simplest way that the 1–handle can be cancelled if after a singe handle slide one of
the 2–handles becomes a torus knot of slope n. For this to happen both of the 2–handles must
have slopes with an edge in the Farey graph to n and and edge to each other (if there were not an
edge between the slopes then the handle slide would not give a torus knot, and if there is an edge
the result of the handle slide is a Farey addition or subtraction of the slopes and so there must be
edges to n). Using Remark 2.19 we an assume that the 2–handles are attached to curves of slope
±1/n and ±1/(n± 1), where n is a positive integer.
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We first consider the case when the slopes are −1/n and −1/(n− 1). This 4–manifold is shown
on the left of Figure 20. We then slide the (−n−2)-framed handle over the other to get the middle
diagram in the figure. Then blowup a 1-framed unknot to get the final diagram in the figure.
−n
−1
−n− 2
−n− 1
−n
−3
−n− 1
−n
−n
−2 1
FIGURE 20. On the left is the −1/n and −1/(n − 1) torus knots in S1 × S2 with
framings one less than that given by the tori on which they sit. Sliding the (−n−2)-
framed 2–handle over the other 2-handle gives the next diagram. The last diagram
is obtained by blowing up a 1-framed unknot to unlink the two 2–handles.
Finally, sliding the−n-framed handle n times over the−2-framed handle, canceling the 1–handle
with the −2-framed 2–handle, and blowing down the 1-framed handle will give the diagram
in Figure 3. Thus we know there are lens spaces filled by surgery on a Legendrian version of
the knot in that figure. To identify these lens spaces we note that the first diagram also comes
from applying Lisca’s algorithm in Section 2.7 to the continued fractions 3n2 + 3n + 1/3n2 =
[2, . . . 2, 3, 2, n+ 1] (where there are n− 1, 2s at the start) with the null sequence (2, . . . , 2, 1, n+ 1)
(where there are n, 2s at the start).
Moving to the case of 1/n and 1/(n+ 1), one can perform the same computation as above and
obtain a negative torus knot. 
Remark 4.5. From the proof above, it seems there should be no other knots in S3 that come from
Lisca’s construction. If the two torus knots in S1×S2 are not as in the proof, but do give a simply
connected filling, then one can slide the 2–handles so that one of them algebraically links the 1–
handle one time. However, it does not appear that one can arrange the geometric linking to be
one. We were not able to prove this in any examples, but experimenting with the possibilities
strongly indicates this. This is the main evidence for Conjecture 1.9.
We will now put some restrictions on the fundamental group of a filling of a lens space, im-
proving a result of Fossati [10].
Proof of Theorem 1.16. IfX is a Stein filling of L(p, q), it is built by adding 0, 1, and 2 handles toB4.
Turning it upside down, it is a smooth manifold built by adding 2, 3, and 4 handles to L(p, q)× I .
Thus, pi1(X) must be a quotient of Zp. If pi1(X) = Zp, we consider the universal cover X ′ of X .
Then X ′ is a Stein filling of S3 by lifting the Stein structure through the covering map. Eliashberg
tells us that X ′ ∼= B4 [3]. Thus the deck transformations are fixed point free maps from B4 to
itself. But there are no such maps, by Brower’s fixed point theorem. 
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We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.17 about the fillings and covers of contact structures on
lens spaces defined by Legendrian surgery on a chain of Legendrian unknots where the first or
last unknot in the chain has been stabilized both positively and negatively.
Proof of Theorem 1.17. Notice that the meridian to either the first or last unknot in the chain in
Figure 1 is a core of a Heegaard torus for L(p, q) and as such generates the fundamental group
of L(p, q). Thus in any cover of L(p, q) this meridian will have to unwrap; that is, a component
of the preimage of one of these curves m under the covering map will have to be a non-trivial
connected cover of m.
It is well-known, see [14, Proposition 5.1], that if a Legendrian knot L has been stabilized both
positively and negatively, then the Whitehead double of the meridian can be Legendrian realized
so that it is an immersed overtwisted disk. So if the meridian unwraps in a cover of Legendrian
surgery on L, then that cover will be overtwisted. Thus we see that ξC becomes overtwisted in
any cover of L(p, q).
Now if X is a filling of (L(p, q), ξC) and X is not simply connected, then let X ′ be the universal
cover of X . This will be a symplectic filling of a cover of (L(p, q), ξC), contradicting the above
observation. 
Remark 4.6. Notice that it is important that in the hypothesis of Theorem 1.17 that it is the first
of last unknot in the chain that has been stabilized both positively and negatively. For example,
consider the lens space L(56, 15) which is surgery on the chain (−4,−4,−4), where the first and
last unknots in the chain are only stabilized positively, but the middle unknot has been stabilized
both positively and negatively. A filling of this contact structure can be made by taking two copies
of the rational homology ball filling of surgery on the twice positively stabilized unknot, adding
a 1–handle and then adding a Stein 2–handle to the positively and negatively stabilized middle
unknot. One may readily check that this filling has pi1 ∼= Z/2Z.
It is easy to see where the above proof breaks down in this example. The meridian to the
middle unknot has order 4 in the fundamental group of of L(56, 16) and so in the double cover
lifts to two curves and does not unwrap.
In general, if a middle unknot in a chain is stabilized positively and negatively, then one can de-
termine its order in the fundamental group and determine covers that must become overtwisted.
4.3. Specific results on fillings of lens spaces. We now classify symplectic fillings of lens spaces
obtained by surgery on a one or two component chain.
Proof of Theorem 1.18. The lens spaces obtained by negative surgery on the unknot (one compo-
nent chain) areL(p, 1). From McDuff [18] we know that the only minimal symplectic fillings of the
universally tight contact structures on L(p, 1) are give by the plumbing given in Figure 1 except
for L(4, 1) which is also filled by the manifold shown in the upper left of Figure 4. Plamenevskaya
and van Horn-Morris [21] showed all the virtually overtwisted contact structures on L(p, 1) were
only filled by the plumbing diagram.
We now turn to the universally tight contact structures on L(p, q) obtained by negative surgery
on a two component chain (and we assume the surgery coefficients are less than −1 since other-
wise we could just blowdown to get a surgery on a knot). Suppose p/q = [n,m] where n,m ≥ 2.
Using Riemenschneider point diagrams from Section 2.1 we see that p/(p − q) = [2n−2, 3, 2m−2].
The only elements in Zp,q are (1, 2m+n−5, 1) and (0) if m + n − 5 = −1, (1, 1) if m + n − 5 = 4,
(2, 1, 2) if m + n − 4 = 5, (2, 1, 3, 1), (1, 3, 1, 3), (3, 1, 2, 2), and (2, 2, 1, 3) if n + m − 5 = 6 and
(2, 1, 3, 2n+m−7, 1) and (1, 2n+m−7, 3, 1, 2) if m+ n− 4 ≥ 7.
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The first case corresponds to L(3, 2) and gives the filling by the plumbing. The second case
will give fillings L(p, q) when p/(p − 1) is [2, 3] and [3, 2]. That is they give fillings of L(5, 2) ∼=
L(5, 3) and they are simply the plumbing. For a chain of length three we get the lens spaces
L(7, 4) ∼= L(7, 2) andL(8, 3). Applying Lisca’s algorithm to the former gives the upper left digram
in Figure 4 with a 2–handle attached to a−1-framed unknot added to a meridian of the 1–handles.
Cancelling the 1–handle with this 2–handle yields the (−3, 2) torus knot with framing −7. The
filling of L(8, 3) gotten from (2, 1, 2) is shown in the upper right of Figure 4.
For chains of length four we get the lens spaces L(9, 5) ∼= L(9, 2) and L(11, 4) ∼= L(11, 3).
The extra filling of the former is shown on the lower left of Figure 4 while the latter is surgery
on the (−5, 2) torus knot with framing −11. Finally, for longer chains, we get the lens spaces
L(4k+ 7, k+ 2) ∼= L(4k+ 7, 4) and get the filling given by the upper left diagram in Figure 4 with
a 2–handle attached to a −n+ 1 framed meridian to the 1–handle. Cancelling the handles yields
the (−2n+ 1, 2) torus knot with framing −4n+ 1.
Now turning to the virtually overtwisted contact structures we see that either one of the Leg-
endrian knots in the plumbing diagram has to be stabilized both positively and negatively or one
of the unknots is stabilized positively and the other is stabilized negatively. In both cases The-
orem 1.22 says that any filling of this contact structure comes from a filling of the chain where
one of the unknots is removed with a 2–handle added. So the only way we can get more than
one filling is if one of the components is framed −4 and has only been stabilized positively or
negatively in this case we are again attaching a 2–handle to a meridian for the 1–handle in the
upper left of Figures 4 with framing −n (or −m). Once again this yields a (−2n+ 1, 2) torus knot
with framing−4n+1. The Euler classes of these resulting contact structures can easily be worked
out as the rotation numbers of such torus knots have been given in [5]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.19. If L(p, q) is obtained from a 3-component chain of unknots, then one may
use the Riemenschneider point diagram from Section 2.1 to see that the continued fractions ex-
pansion of p/(p−q) is either (2k, 3, 2l, 3, 2m), where k, l,m ≥ 0 or (2k, 4, 2m), if the 2nd component
has framing −2. By Lisca’s theorem, Theorem 2.14, the possible fillings of the universally tight
contact structures will come from null sequences that are all 1s and 2s, with the exception of ei-
ther at most two 3s, or a single 4. The possible null sequences of length 1 are (0), of length 2 are
(1, 1), of length 3 are (2, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), of length 4 are
(1, 2, 2, 1), (2, 1, 3, 1), (1, 3, 1, 2), (3, 1, 2, 2), (2, 2, 1, 3),
of length 5 are
(1, 2, 2, 2, 1), (3, 1, 2, 3, 1), (1, 3, 2, 1, 3), (2, 3, 1, 2, 3), (3, 2, 1, 3, 2), (2, 2, 2, 1, 4), (4, 1, 2, 2, 2),
(2, 2, 1, 4, 1), (1, 4, 1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 4, 1, 2), (1, 3, 1, 3, 1), (2, 1, 3, 2, 1), (1, 2, 3, 1, 2),
of length 6 are
(1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 1, 4, 2, 1), (3, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1), (1, 2, 4, 1, 2, 2), (1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 3),
(2, 1, 3, 3, 1, 2), (1, 3, 1, 3, 2, 1), (1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 1), (1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2), (2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1),
and of length greater than 6 are
(1,2k, 1), (1, 3, 1, 3, 2k, 1), (1, 2k, 3, 1, 3, 2j , 1), (1, 2k, 3, 1, 3, 1), (2, 1, 3, 2k, 3, 1, 2),
(2, 1, 3, 2k, 1), (1, 2k, 3, 1, 2), (3, 1, 2, 3, 2k, 1), (2, 2, 1, 4, 2k, 1), (1, 2k, 4, 1, 2).
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Given the above, in the universally tight case, it is easy to now look at L(p, q) obtained from a 3
component link, and for the p/(p − q) expansion, find the admissible sequences from the above
list, and then write down the corresponding fillings. We shall list the lens spaces by the lengths of
the expansions of p/(p−q). We shall use the following convention, L(p, q) = L([p/(p−q)]), where
[p/(p− q)] refers to its continued fractions expansion. In particular, we list all the lens spaces that
have fillings other than the ones coming from the plumbing, i.e., ones coming from null sequences
other than (1,2,...,2,1). For the virtually overtwisted case, we will state the results in terms of the
rotation number configuration (r1, r2, r3) (notice that the Thurston-Bennequin numbers of the
unknots in the chain are determined by the continued fraction of −p/q)). The structures not
mentioned will admit one filling. The results for the virtually overtwisted structures follow from
Theorem 1.22 and Theorem 1.18.
Size 3 chains: The universally tight contact structures on
L(13, 5) = L([2, 3, 3]), L(12, 7) = L([3, 2, 3]), L(12, 5) = L([2, 4, 2]), L(10, 7) = L([4, 2, 2])
all have 2 fillings each, corresponding to the null sequences (1, 2, 1) and (2, 1, 2). All the virtually
overtwisted structures have just one filling.
Size 4 chains: The universally tight contact structures on
L(19, 7) = L([2, 3, 2, 3]), L(13, 9) = L([4, 2, 2, 2]), and L(17, 7) = L([2, 4, 2, 2])
have one extra filling coming from (2, 2, 1, 3), (3, 1, 2, 2), and (1, 3, 1, 2), respectively. The univer-
sally tight contact structures on
L(21, 13) = L([2, 3, 3, 2]), L(18, 11) = L([3, 3, 2, 2]), and L(16, 9) = L([3, 2, 2, 3])
have two extra fillings coming from (2, 1, 3, 1) and (1, 3, 1, 2); (3, 1, 2, 2) and (1, 3, 1, 2); and (3, 1, 2, 2)
and (2, 1, 3, 3), respectively.
There are two fillings of the following virtually overtwisted contact structures: L(19, 7) with
rotation number configurations (±1,∓2, 0), L(21, 13) with configurations (±1,∓1,∓1), L(18, 11)
with configurations (0,±1,∓2), and L(17, 7) with configurations (±1, 0,∓2)
Size 5 chains: The universally tight contact structures on
L(30, 11) = L([2, 3, 2, 3, 2]), L(16, 11) = L([4, 2, 2, 2, 2]), L(22, 9) = L([2, 4, 2, 2, 2]) and
L(24, 7) = L([2, 2, 4, 2, 2])
have one extra filling coming from (1, 3, 1, 3, 1), (4, 1, 2, 2, 2), (1, 4, 1, 2, 2), and (1, 4, 1, 2, 2), respec-
tively. The universally tight contact structures on
L(25, 14) = L([3, 2, 2, 3, 2]), L(26, 15) = L([3, 2, 3, 2, 2]), and L(29, 11) = L([2, 3, 3, 2, 2])
have two extra fillings coming from (3, 2, 1, 3, 2) and (3, 1, 2, 3, 1); (2, 1, 3, 2, 1) and (1, 2, 3, 1, 2);
and (2, 1, 3, 2, 1) and (1, 2, 3, 1, 2), respectively.
There are two fillings of the following virtually overtwisted contact structures: L(25, 14) with
rotation number configurations (0,±3,∓1); L(26, 15) with configurations (0,±2,∓2), (0, 0,±2),
and (0,±2, 0); L(29, 11) with configurations (±1,±1,∓2), (±1,∓1,±2), and (±1,±1, 0); L(30, 11)
with configurations (±1,±2,∓1) and (±1,∓2,±1); L(22, 9) with configurations (±1, 0,∓3); and
L(24, 7) with configurations (±2, 0,∓2) and (0, 0,±2).
Size 6 chains: The universally tight contact structures on
L(33, 19) = L([3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2]) and L(37, 14) = L([2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2])
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have one extra filling coming from (2,1,3,2,2,1) and (2,1,3,2,2,1), respectively. The universally tight
contact structures on
L(34, 19) = L([3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2]) and L(41, 15) = L([2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2])
have two extra fillings coming from (1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2) and (3, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1); and (1, 3, 1, 3, 2, 1) and
(1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2), respectively.
There are two fillings of the following virtually overtwisted contact structures: L(34, 19) with
rotation number configurations (0,±3,∓2) and (0,±1,∓2), L(33, 19), with |r2| = 2, L(37, 14) with
r1 = r2 = ±1, and all virtually oevetwisted contact structures on L(41, 15) other than the one with
rotation number configurations (±1, 0, 0).
Size 7 and above chains: Suppose the three components on the link giving the lens space have
surgery coefficients −a1,−a2,−a3. Any collection of (a1, a2.a3) not shown below has only one
filling.
Case 1 (a2 = 4): These are the lens spaces L((4l + 7)m + (7l + 12), 4l + 7) = L([2m, 3, 2, 3, 2l]),
where a1 = m + 2 and a3 = l + 2. If m, l ≥ 3, then the universally tight contact structure has
one extra filling coming from (1, 2m−1, 3, 1, 3, 2l−1, 1). If m = 2 and l ≥ 4, then these are the lens
spaces L(15l+ 26, 4l+ 7) = L([2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2l). The universally tight contact structure on these lens
spaces has two extra fillings coming from (1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 2l−1, 1) and (2, 1, 3, 2l+1, 1).
There are two extra filling of the virtually overtwisted contact structures when neither of a1 or
a3 are 4 and r2 6= 0, and if a1 = 4 and only one of r1 and r2 is 0. There are three extra filling of the
virtually overtwisted contact structures when a1 = 4 and r1 = r2 = ±2.
Case 1.1 (a1 = a2 = a3 = 4): The universally tight contact structure on the lens space L(56, 15) =
L([2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2]) has three extra fillings that come from (2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2), (2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1), and
(1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 2, 1).
The virtually overtwisted contact structure on this lens space admits two extra fillings if at
most one of r1, r2, and r3 are non-zero, and it admits one extra filling if two of the ri are 0.
Case 1.2 (a1 ≥ 6, a2 = 4, a3 = 2): The universally tight contact structure on the lens space
L(7k + 19, 14) = L([2k+1, 3, 2, 3]), for k ≥ 3 has one extra filling, coming from (1, 2k, 3, 1, 2).
The virtually overtwisted contact structure on these lens spaces will have one extra filling if
r2 6= 0.
Case 2 (a1 = 2, a2 = 5): These are the lens spaces L(9k + 16, 5k + 11) = L([3, 2, 2, 3, 2k]). The
universally tight contact structure on them has one extra filling coming from (3, 1, 2, 3, 2k−1, 1).
The virtually overtwisted contact structure on these lens spaces will have one extra filling if
r2 = ±3.
Case 3 (a1 = a3 = 4, a2 6= 4): These are the lens spaces L(16k+40, 4k+11) = L([2, 2, 3, 2k, 3, 2, 2]).
The universally tight contact structure on them has two extra fillings coming from (2, 1, 3, 2k, 3, 1, 2)
and (2, 1, 3, 2k+2, 1).
The virtually overtwisted contact structure on these lens spaces will have one extra filling if
r1 = 0, r3 6= 0 and two extra fillings if r1 = r3 = ±2.
Case 4 (a1 = 5, a2 = 2): These are the lens spaces L(12k + 13, 5k + 3) = L([2, 2, 2, 4, 2k). The
universally tight contact structure on them has one extra filling coming from (2, 2, 1, 4, 2k−1, 1).
The virtually overtwisted contact structure on these lens spaces will have one extra filling if
r1 = ±3. 
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5. SYMPLECTIC COBORDISMS
We begin this section by constraining symplectic cobordisms between lens space based on the
length of the continued fractions describing the lens spaces.
Proof of Theorem 1.28. We show that if there is a symplectic cobordism from a tight contact struc-
ture on L(p, q) to any contact structure on L(p′, q′) then we must have that l(p′/q′) ≥ l(p/q), where
l(r/s) is the length of the continued fractions expansion of r/s as discussed in the introduction. To
this end let X be a minimal symplectic cobordism from a contact structure on L(p, q) to any con-
tact structure on L(p′, q′). If l(p′/q′) < l(p/q) then we could use X to build a minimal symplectic
filling of L(p′, q′) with second homology larger than is allowed by our main results Theorem 1.22.
To see this we simply take the filling Y of L(p, q) that has maximal second Betti number (which is
given by the plumbing and has b2 = l(p/q)) and glue it to X . Notice that L(p, q) has no essential
S2’s and so there is no way a 3–handle in X could cancel any 2–handles in Y . Thus the resulting
filling has second Betti number at least that of Y .
Now suppose that l(p/q) = l(p′/q′) and we have the minimal symplectic cobordism above.
From above we see that the second Betti number of X is trivial. Moreover, if we choose Y to be
the filling of L(p, q) with largest second Betti number, then X ∪ Y will be the analogous filling of
L(p′, q′). Since these fillings are both simply connected we can use the van Kampen theorem to
see that pi1(L(p, q)) must surject onto pi1(X). That is pi1(X) is a quotient of pi1(L(p, q)). We claim
the groups must be equal. If not then there is a non-trivial curve γ that dies in X . Thus γ bonds a
surface S in X . This surface is non-trivial in H2(X,L(p, q)) as it maps to [γ] ∈ H1(L(p, q)) under
the boundary map in the long exact sequence of a pair. Notice that H2(X,L(p, q)) has no torsion
because H1(X,L(p, q)) = 0 (to see this notice that since the fundamental groups are abelian they
agree with the first homology so H1(L(p, q)) surject onto H1(X) and thus H1(X,L(p, q)) = 0).
Thus there is a non-degenerate cup product pairing between H2(X,L(p, q)) and H2(X,L(p′, q′))
by Lefschetz duality. Dually we have a non-degenerate intersection pairing betweenH2(X,L(p, q))
and H2(X,L(p′, q′)). Thus we know there is a surface Sd realizing a class in H2(X,L(p′, q′)) that
intersects S algebraically non-trivially. Now since Y is simply connected we also know γ bounds
a surface S′ in Y . Now S∪S′ is a closed surface in Y ∪X and it is homologically essential because
it non-trivially intersects Sd. Thus b2(X ∪ Y ) is larger than b2(Y ), which is a contradiction. Thus
pi1(L(p, q)) = pi1(X). Similarly, if H2(X,L(p, q)) were not trivial then we would again have that
X ∪ Y has second Betti number larger than l(p′/q′) (since we could construct a surface as above
that is homologically non-trivial). If X is Stein, then clearly all the relative homology groups
Hi(X,L(p, q)) are trivial since there are no handles with index greater than 2. By duality, we see
that all the homology groups Hi(X,L(p′, q′)) also vanish and thus the first homology, and hence
fundamental groups, of X and L(p,′ q′) agree. 
Now we prove Theorem 1.30 concerning Stein cobordisms from a one contact structure on a
lens space to another on the same space.
Proof of Theorem 1.30. Given a Stein cobordism X from a contact structure ξ on L(p, q) to ξ′ on the
same lens space, Theorem 1.28 says that X is a homology cobordism and thus there is no second
cohomology. In [14], Gompf introduced invariants of homotopy classes of oriented plane fields.
One of these was a refinement of the Chern class of the plane field. He also gave formulas to
see how they would change under a Stein cobordism. Since this is a homology cobordism, the
invariants must be the same. But from the classification of contact structures on lens spaces, two
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tight contact structures are contactomorphic if and only if their invariants are the same. Thus ξ is
the same as ξ′. 
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